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The Language of Poetry and the 
Language of Science: The Latin Poets 

and ‘Medical Latin’ 

D. R. LANGSLOW 

Summary. This paper is intended as a pilot study of the 
relations between literary, especially poetic, language and tech- 
nicdspecial languages in Latin. After an introductory 
description (I) of some existing work on this subject in Greek 
literature, it offers (11) some general observations on the use 
of technical vocabulary in Latin poetry, both sensu proprio and 
in metaphor, drawing examples for the most part from the field 
of medicine. It is suggested that the literary use and avoid- 
ance of technical vocabulary of different kinds may be a useful 
critical tool for characterizing poems, poets, genres, traditions. 
The general hypothesis is developed that in a live metaphor 
drawn from a technical activity the vocabulary used will usually 

’ be authentic, current uocabula propria. This would allow a live 
literary metaphor to serve as linguistic evidence for ordinary 
technical vocabulary of the period; conversely, attention to 
known special vocabulary can sharpen appreciation of poetic 
imagery, even unearth unsuspected metaphors. In the last part 
(HI), from a series of examples of the metaphorical use by 
Latin poets of medical vocabulary, I suggest some possible 
results, of sociolinguistic and historical interest, of making sys- 
tematic comparison between literary and technical texts.’ 

’ I should like to thank Professor Adams and Professor Mayer for their invitation to 
contribute to this Symposium. This paper profited from discussion both at the Symposium 
itself and at a meeting of the North-East Classical Research Seminar (NECROS) in New- 
castlaupon-’Tyne in May, 1996. For information and comments, and for help of various sorts, 
I am indebted and grateful particularly to K.-D. Fischer, R. K. Gibson, S. J. Harrison, A. 
Kerkhecker, V. Langholf, A. K. Langslow, R. C. T. Parker, J. H. W. Penney and M. D. Reeve. 
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184 D. R. Langslow 

I. GREEK POETRY AND SCIENCE 

(1) Homer 

I BEGIN WITH the Greeks in general because their literature gives some 
well-known examples of the sorts of contact that may occur between 
poetry and science; and with Homer in particular both because Homeric 
language appears to have been of long-lasting relevance in the Greek 
medical tradition and because, if there may be a trace of poetic colour 
or even of an analogous tradition in Latin medical literature, then this 
Homerizing tradition in Greek medical prose deserves to be borne in mind 
as a possible model. 

In the final chapter of Homerische Worter (1950 308-15)’ Manu 
Leumann observed a number of words which occur in the Greek record 
only - or almost exclusively - in Homer and the Hippocratic corpus. 
These include both ‘homerische Worter’, in Leumann’s special sense: 
such as ~ a ~ m r p ~ p r j s ~  ‘with the palm down’, and other items of Homeric 
vocabulary, such as the notorious hh’ [Mala or the temporal conjunction 
&LOS used for specifying the time of day, especially sunrise or sunset? 
Leumann’s other examples include: ~ ‘ P ~ E Y O Y  ‘fitted’ (Homer) - ‘tool’ 
(Hippocrates), p d ~  ‘make lame’ (Horn.) - ‘weaken, reduce’ (Hp.), 
&SUK&S ‘carefully’ (Horn.) - ‘continually’ (Hp.), Exhp ‘gods’ blood’ 
(Horn.) - ‘a serous discharge’ (Hp.), ‘wound’ (Horn.) - ‘scar, 
cicatrization’ (Hp.), and a further nineteen words of which he is prepared 
to venture the same account. 

Leumann was in no doubt that these (near-)exclusive agreements in 
vocabulary reflected a conscious use of epic language by writers of medical 
prose. He suggested that the Hippocratic writers may have used Homeric 
words not purely on stylistic grounds but also because of the need to 

A near-hal draft was read by J. N. Adams, D. M. Bain, G. 0. Hutchinson, R. G. Mayer and 
G. D. Williams and has benefited greatly from their perceptive and learned criticism. I should 
like publicly to thank them for the generous gft of their time and care, and to exonerate 
them from any responsibility for what follows. 
* That is, a new word or a new meaning which arises within the bardic tradition by reinterpre- 
tation of an earlier form or forms. 

Supposedly from KaTh in tmesis + adjacent npqv7js. See Leumann (1950 77-9). So, e.g., II. 
16.792 [Ares strikes Patroclus] xrrpi rtaTarrpllvri. Cf. Hp. Fracf. 2,40 [= 3.418,546 LittrQ]; Off 
4 [= 3.286LI KaTanpgvjs ‘with the palm down’. 

Il. 10.577, al. c i \ r i + d h  hin’ ihaiq, Od. 3.466, al. Zxprocv Air’ ihaiq Cf. Hp. Mul. 2.150 [= 
8.326L.3 p 6 p q . .  . oiArtplim9~1 &a, Mul. 1.35 [= 8.84L] X p i d a r  hira (apparently adverbial), 
Mul. 2.133 [= 8.288L] xpiopa 62 &a ZUTUI (cf. 145, 147 [= 8.322, 324Ll.3; apparently an 
indeclinable adjective). 

Il. 1.475, al. &OS 6’7jihlos KarC6u. CX Hp. Mul. 1.23 [= 8.62L] &LOS $LOS 6 d q ,  Prorrh. 2.4 [= 
9.14LI +,os jihros V ~ ~ C I T ~  KaTahhpmi. 
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LANGUAGE OF POETRY AND OF SCIENCE 185 

supply vocabulary for the new technical language of medicine, ‘das Aus- 
driicksbediirfnis einer neu aufkommenden Fachsprache’ (1950 315). 

Leumann himself admitted that all these words are difficult and cer- 
tainly they seem to be of variable quality as evidence of a relation of 
dependence of Hippocrates on Homer. ‘Homerische Worter’ proper (see 
n. 2) are probably the best witnesses on this side, but some other individual 
words - perhaps most famously 1x;p (Jouanna and Demont (1981)) - 
have been challenged as being of no value at all for such an inference. 
And already in 1957 more general doubts were voiced by C. J. Ruijgh 
(1957: 85-6), who raised the question whether the ‘traits Bpiques’ in Hippo- 
crates (and Herodotus, too; c€ Leumann (1950 303-8)) should not be 
explained rather as ‘rBminiscences de la poksie dactylique’, that is, as 
deriving not directly from Homer but from an intermediate didactic source 
in epic verse, such as that of the X ~ U V O S  ;mBjiKat, or KaBappoI of the li’cpl 
+BU&OS of Empedocles.6 Indeed, an instance of lexical borrowing by medi- 
cine from poetry had been proposed earlier (E. Schwyzer in Deichgraber 
(1935: 95)) on the basis of an agreement between Hippocrates and Empe- 
docles in the use of the verb dtuuw (oltuuopat) of the orientation of body 
parts.’ 

(2) nagedy 
A Leumann-type view of poetic words in technical prose has been taken 
also of exclusive lexical agreements between Hippocratic writings and 
Athenian tragedy. Examples include: dhi[vpa ‘defence’ and ‘remedy’, &vO& 
‘to flower’ and ‘to become acute’, O;K olTprpaioi and nhhvot ‘deranged, 
disturbed’, d ~ p p ~ p i s  ‘flood tide’ and ‘congestion of fluid’; some non- 

On which see Schmid-Sttihlin (1929 2874,318-9). Contrast van Brock’s view (1961: 1034 
n. 8): ‘je crois que les “traits Bpiques” de la langue mtdicale sont tout simplement des 
homtrismes’. Deichgraber’s important chapter (1971: 19-29) on Homer, Hippocrates and 
Aretaeus modifies and refines but essentially upholds Leumann’s position (cf. (4) below). 
’ Emp. B 29.1D-K. Hp. Cam. 5.3 [= 8.59OL], Epid. 2.4.1 [= 5.122LI. CE also Hes Th. 150 
and Zl. 23.627s. Ancient associations of Empedocles with Homeric language and medicine 
include: D.L. 8.57 (Aristotle says that K a i  Dp?pK& d & 7 ~ € 8 0 K h 7 5  K a i  8 ~ ~ ~ 6 5  nrpl T$V q p 6 0 ~ ~  
y i p v w ) ,  8.77 (he wrote an i a r p r ~ b s  hdy05 in 600 hexameters); Gal. 10.6 Kiihn (De methodo 
medendi 1.1; he is one of ‘the doctors from Italy’). The Suda (Hsch. Mil.) characterizes 
Empedocles as . .  . p k b O ( p 0 5  ~ U U L K ~ S  K a i  ilr07TOL65 but notes also that he wrote i a r p L K h  K a r a A o -  

~ 6 8 1 ~ .  C€ also Arist. PO. 1447b16-18 (Homer and Empedocles have nothing in common 
except their metre). Bollack (1965-69 1.277ff.) is important on Empedocles and Homeric 
language and technique; note especially p. 283 ‘Les BlBments de son art [Empedocles’] 
proviennent de l’atelier des rhapsodes’, and ibid. n. 5: ‘Emptdocle emploie, et crBe sans 
doute souvent, des mots horntn’ques dans l’acception que M. Leumann a donnCe 1 ce terme’. 
See now, on Empedocles and Homer, Kingsley (1995: 42E, 52€). I owe the last reference to 
D, M. Bain. 
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technical vocabulary with the same distribution has also been noticed, 
such as: G V O ~ P ~ S  ‘dark, murky’, napapnCXda6 ‘to use a cloak of words’ 
and EIK YUKT&Y ‘after nightfall’. (For references, further examples and dis- 
cussion see Lanata (1968).) 

In such cases it has been inferred by some scholars that the writers of 
the relatively young scientific prose were borrowing expressive means from 
literary genres of more solid tradition (Lanata (1968: 30)). This is akin to 
Leumann’s account (quoted above) of Homeric words in Hippocrates as 
serving both lexical need and stylistic ambition. The approach is in general 
complementary - if in the case of some words contradictory! - to earlier 
accounts of the use of technical terminology by the tragedians, which set 
up a relation of dependence running the other way (notably Dumortier 
(1935); Miller (1944; cf 1945); Collinge (1962)). Others again (such as 
Page (1936), reviewing Dumortier (1935) and Jouanna (1970) reviewing 
Lanata (1968)8) have argued more or less forcefully that there is no relation 
of dependence either way, that poets and medical writers are drawing 
their words from the common language. The few generally acknowledged 
significant instances of agreement between technical vocabulary and 
tragedy, such as gpp.0~0~ of a special kind of plug-dressing (A. Ch. 471; see 
Garvie (1986) ad loc. and on lines 185-6), onaopds ‘convulsion’ ( S .  Tr. 805, 
1082; see Easterling (1982: Index, sv. ‘medical language’)) or 
p ~ p X d ~ ~ h ~ y ~ v ~ ~  ‘with enlarged abdomen’ (E. Med. 109 metaph.) imply 
that special and technical languages lend to rather than borrow from the 
language of tragedy? 

(3) Hellenistic Poetry 

From Alexandria two centuries later, a third set of supposed contacts 
between science and (non-didactic) poetry has caught and held scholars’ 
attention: this is ‘the employment in poetry of science more as we under- 
stand the word nowadays, especially medicine’ as part of the Alexandrian 
‘appeal to scientific and scholarly knowledge for realistic effect’ (Zanker 
(1987: 113)).1° It is suggested, for example, that the four-layered shield (as 
opposed to the seven-layered Homeric original at ZZ. 7.220, d.) to which 

Cf. mutatis mutandis the published discussions of Scherer (1963), esp. pp. 108-10 and of 
Dover (1%3), esp. pp. 213-14. I owe this reference to Professor Bain. 

Although we do not know the uox propria, ~ O V O ~ ~ ~ B ~ O V S  G ~ ~ O V S  at A. Supp. 961 may be a 
precise, unmetaphorical designation of a type of terraced housing under construction in the 
Piraeus at the time. See Rosler (1989). I owe this reference to A. Kerkhecker. 
lo CE Zanker (1987: 124-7) for a descriptive summary, with further examples and references 
and, for an instance involving astronomy, Hutchinson (1988: 221, n. 13). * 
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Callimachus compares the Cyclops’ eye in the hymn to Artemis ( D i m  
53) is an allusion to the recent discovery, perhaps by Herophilus, of a 
fourth layer to the membranes of the human eye. Likewise the position 
in which Let0 gives birth to Apollo and Artemis in Callimachus’ hymn to 
Delos (Del. 206-11) is different from that described in the Homeric hymn 
to Apollo (h.Ap. 117-18) and may reflect contemporary obstetrics, again 
perhaps Herophilean.” 

Apollonius of Rhodes is held to have achieved contemporary scientific 
colouring in some descriptive passages of the Argonautica by his anatom- 
ical precision and by his use of particular words and images. Passages such 
as the description of the effects of love on Medea’s nerves (see Hunter 
(1989: ad loc.): 

A.R. 3.762-3 [SC.  T E ~ P ’  6St;v77] &(pi‘ T’ Lpaihs 
lvas Kai K+ah+s Sri vdaTov lvlov &pis, 

and of the death of Mopsos from the snake-bite (4.1521-31, including 
K E P K I S  ‘tibia bone’ and ~ + U U U W  ‘palpated’) have been said to reflect 
knowledge of contemporary science and to presuppose not mere use of 
a medical glossary but ‘eingehende Lekture eines Spezialwerkes’ (Erbse 
1953: 190). 

(4) Aretaeus 

Finally - to end for present purposes in the early imperial period - it 
seems that a Homerizing tradition established itself in later Greek medical 
prose. If true, this will have been partly because medicine was closely 
linked with philology from Hellenistic times to late antiquity (see 
Wellmann (1931: 1, 58-62, 85) on Erotian; Brock (1961: 206, n. l) ,  with 
further literature), partly because of observed Homerisms in Hippocrates. 
This tradition is exceptionally well represented in Aretaeus of Cappadocia 
(first century AD: see Kudlien (1963)). He appeals to Homer as an authority 
(SD 1.5.2 [= 39,21 Hude] & p p  62 “Op~pos); several times he works phrases 
or lines from the Iliad into his text (SD 2.13.2, 15 [= 85,244, 89,4-5H], 
CA 2.3.14 and 2.9.1 [= 129,15 and 138,25-6H]);12 and frequently he uses 
further instances of Homeric vocabulary, such as iiA;\Kap ‘remedy’, $2 

I’ On the uncertainty of the ascription of either of these doctrines to Herophilus, see von 
Staden (1989 160-1 and 394-5), with further references 
l2  As other examples of Homer citations, Brock notes (1961: 104, n. 4) that Hp. Art. 8 [= 
4.98L] includes an unknown line of Homer: AS 6’ &TOT’ ~ U T ~ U L O V  Zap +b8c flouaiv &&v, and 
that Galen quotes Hom. Zl. 22.107 at in Hp. Epid. 6 comm. 4.10 (p. 203 Wenkebach). On 
these and other striking examples see Deichgraber (1971: 21ff.). 
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‘and’,I3 T ~ K E ~ ~ J U  in the sense ‘consumption’, ++mat ‘to be’, and even & ~ y p i w  
in the sense ‘restore, refresh’, a ‘homerisches Wort’ not mentioned by 
Leumann ((1950); see Janni (1967)) and features such as tmesis and 
apocope (e.g. dppohfj), in his generally hyper-Ionic prose. (See Ruijgh 
(1957: 85); Brock (1961: 1034, 144,198 ff.); Deichgraber (1971: 19-29).> 

I shall say no more on Greek literature now, although I believe that 
all of the issues alluded to in this introduction deserve renewed attention, 
some work of synthesis and a general reassessment. The purpose of this 
brief survey is to make clear that there is reason to believe that in the 
Greek world at least from the fifth century BC there was a lively two-way 
relationship between the language of poetry and the language of science, 
and in particular a Homerizing tradition, direct or indirect, in medical 
prose. The title of this paper, then, makes obvious sense for Greek litera- 
ture; what of Latin? 

II. SCIENTIFIC AND SPECIAL VOCABULARY IN LATIN POETRY 

At first sight the presence in poetry of scientific and, more generally, 
technical and special vocabulary is a promising topic for Latinists, too. It 
is common to find in modern commentaries on the Latin poets references 
to, say, ‘the language of medicine’ or ‘the language of the law’ as the 
source of this word or that usage. Consider just two medical examples, to 
which we shall have cause to return more than once: first, R. D. Brown’s 
comment on Lucretius’ image of love as a disease: 

Lucr. 4.1068-72 ulcus enim uiuescit et inueterascit alendo 
inque dies gliscit furor atque aerumna grauescit, 
si non prima nouis conturbes uulnera plagis 
uulgiuagaque uagus uenere ante recentia cures 
aut alio possis animi traducere motus: 

[With nourishment the festering sore quickens and grows chronic. Day by 
day the frenzy heightens and the grief deepens. Your only remedy is to 
lance the first wound with new incisions; to treat it in its early stages with 
promiscuous attachments; to guide the motions of your mind into some 
other channel, (transl. R. Latham, slightly modified).] 

‘for sheer concentration of imagery and intensity of language the passage 
has few rivals among other ancient versions of the love-sickness theme;. . . 
the +CO verbs of 1068f. . . . are probably chosen to mimic the drily accurate 

l3 48; and B h K a p  are in Galen’s Hippocratic Glosses (19.75.7 and 19.102.8K). I am grateful to 
Professor Bain for this information. In using these words, then, Aretaeus may have been 
following Hippocrates rather than Homer directly. 
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style of medical discourse’ (Brown (1987: 209, 210)); and, second, Paolo 
Fedeli’s note on these lines of Propertius: 

Prop. 1.1.25-7 aut uos, qui sero lapsum reuocatis, amici, 
quaerite non sani pectoris auxilia. 

fortiter et ferrum saeuos patiemur et ignes: 

‘AVXILIA: ne1 senso di remedia si tratta di un termine del linguaggio 
medico.. .; d’altronde anche ferrum ed ignis a1 v. 27 Sono vocaboli del 
linguaggio medico’ (Fedeli (1980 83)). 

While such isolated ascriptions are common in modern commentaries, 
it is much rarer to find a developed general account of poets’ attitudes to, 
and use of, technical and special language;14 it is rarer still to fhd in 
discussions of Latin special and technical languages any account at all of 
their occurrence in (non-didactic) poetic texts.Is I offer now under these 
two headings some provisional observations and working hypotheses, 
in the belief that the use and avoidance by poets of special vocabulary 
may have much to teach us both about the poet and his work and 
about the terminology of the special subject or technical discipline in 
question. 

(5) The use and avoidance of technical vocabulary sensu proprio 

It is well known that some subjects are simply not admitted to high poetry. 
A good example is human anatomy in Virgil. Note the striking conclusions 
of J. N. Adams (1980b: 59): ‘Virgil’s men are anatomically shadowy. . . . 
They are without genitals and buttocks, and largely without internal organs. 
The nose is unmentionable, as is the hip and skin. In some cases the 
technical term for the body part seems to have been unpoetic (coxa, nasus). 
Certain areas, whatever the terminology available, were not considered fit 
to mention.’ 

Even if a subject is deemed acceptable, its proper vocabulary may not 
be admitted to a literary work. This applies to many subjects, including 
anatomy, pathology and parts of therapeutics, which concern us especially 
today, and particularly, though not only, to serious poetry. Even 

l4 Mayer (1994) is one recent exception: see esp. pp. 17-18, 19-20 and Index, svv. ‘legal 
terminology’, ‘medical analogy / terminology’, ‘technical terminology avoided‘. 
Is The work of I. Mazzini on medicine in Latin poetry is an important exception, even though 
his concern is with medical ideas, rather than language. See Mazzini (1988) on Lucilius, 
Lucretius, Catullus and Horace; (1991~) on Horace; (1992~) on Plautus; and (1990) on the 
pathology of love, in Alfonso er al. (1990), to which Dr R. K. Gibson drew my attention. 
Note also Migliorini (1990) on medical terminology in Persius. Dr G. D. Williams alerted me 
to Meni5re (1858), a still useful collection of medical passages in Latin poetry from Ennius to 
Martial, though with little on the form of expression. 
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here, however, technical and special words are to be found sensu 
proprio, and I begin by mentioning some of the factors which favour their 
admission. 

In an acceptable subject area, especially formally striking words may 
be admitted sensu proprio. Consider the following examples of special 
words, three from Propertius16 and three from Lucan: 

Prop. 3.12.12 ferreus aurato neu cataphractus equo [scil. laetetur tua caede] 
Prop. 3.14.8 et  patitur [scil. femina] duro uulnera pancratio17 
Prop. 3.22.27 at  non squamoso labuntur uentre cerastae18 
Luc. 1.426 et docilis rector monstrati Belga cou i l~n i~~  
Luc. 3.222 nondum flumineas Memphis contexere biblos*O 
Luc. 10.318 excepere tuos [scil. lapsus, Nile,] et praecipites cataractae. 

These instances illustrate well the fondness of special vocabulary for the 
end - more rarely the beginning - of the line;21 the admission of 
the tetrasyllables at line-end (puncrutio and cutuructue) seems further to 
highlight the specialness of the vocabulary.” The examples from Lucan 
are from among those called ‘technical terms’ by Bramble (19826: 541-42). 
Ideally, I think, one would draw a distinction between technical terms, 
which belong to a T ~ X X Y ~ ,  special words belonging to the language of a 
group, such as soldiers’ language, and more or less isolated exotic words 
denoting items of foreign culture. Of the examples above, I suppose that 
puncrutium (e.g.) is in principle a technical term of sport, while cuturucta 
is an exotic word for a foreign object, but my remarks about form and 
line placement apply to all these words equally and, in their contexts, they 
all share a further artistic function, that of evoking a picture of an exotic 

rather than of a technical discipline. In other cases technical 
vocabulary may be used to evoke the associated special activity or field 

I6 See Fedeli (1985: ad locc.); Trankle (1960: 113, 122). 
Very rare in our Latin record, and only here in verse, but probably a familiar word given 

its metaphorical use already at Var. Men. 519. 
Recalling Virg. G. 2.153-4 ‘nec rapit immensos orbis per humum neque tanto 1 squameus 

in spiram tractu se colligit unguis’, but bringing with cerastae a more exotic flavour. Lucan 
(9.716) and Statius (Theb. 11.65) follow suit, both at line-end, the latter with a Greek ending 
(cerasten) . 
I9 Possibly recalling Virg. G. 3.204 ‘Belgica uel molli melius feret essedu collo’, but with a 
more exotic edge. 

Said to be the only Occurrence of the word in Latin literature, but note the attractive 
proposal of R. G. M. Nisbet (1978 96-7) to read nouue bibli at Catul. 22.6. 
21 In Prop. 3.14 evocative special words close also lines 1 (puluestrue), 2 (gymnusii), 6 (trochi) 
and 7 (metus); line 11 begins with gyrum. 
22 I owe this observation to G. 0. Hutchinson. 

Compare D. N. Sedley’s remarks in this volume, pp. 2 3 U ,  on Lucretius’ use of Greek 
words in non-philosophical contexts for exotic authenticity. Professor Petersmann makes a 
similar observation on the effect of special vocabulary in Lucilius, in this volume, p. 301. 
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of knowledge. This is often so especially in didactic poetry. So, for instance, 
the exotic names of the examples chosen by Lucretius of strong-smelling 
substances are intended to suggest to the audience not their far-off place 
of origin but the stock-in-trade of the local pharmacopolu: 

Lucr. 4.123-5 praeterea quaecumque suo de corpore odorem 
expirant acrem, panaces absinthia taetra 
habrotonique graues et tristia centaurea . . . 

Genre, too, is clearly highly relevant to the admission of technical 
vocabulary. The more conversational genres - comedy, satire and 
epigram - show apparently in their lower registers no constraints on the 
admission sensu proprio of banal technical vocabulary that is not to be 
found in epic (or, usually, in lyric or elegy), such as that relating to disease 
and its treatment; indeed, such vocabulary seems here to be actually 
cultivated for its vivid ‘lowness’. A wonderful example from Martial illus- 
trates also the points I was making about form by occupying the whole of 
the first half of the hexameter: 

Mart. 10.56.5 enterocelarum fertur Podalirius Hermes. 

But, formal fireworks apart, in the first book of Sermones, Horace can 
make (apparently”): 

Hor. S. 1.5.3Cblhic oculis ego nigra meis collyria lippus 
illinere. 

a straightforward statement about his treatment of his perennial eye- 
disease, using ‘ordinary’ special vocabulary in its primary sense; both the 
theme and its vocabulary were unthinkable in Latin epic. 

The relevance of genre to the admissibility of technical vocabulary is 
seen most clearly in the use for the same object of different referring- 
expressions in different types of poetry. A well-known case is that of 
hippomunes, the name of ‘(1) one or more medicinal herbs (Theocr. 2.48); 
(2) a small black growth on the forehead of a newborn foal, which is 
normally eaten by the mare (Arist. ha.  6.22, 577a9 and 8.24, 605a2); (3) 
a thin fluid that runs from the sexual organs of the mare in these circum- 
stances (6.18,572a20)’ (Mynors 1990: 225). Virgil admits the word, in sense 
(3), in the Georgics: 

Virg. G. 3.280-3 hic demum hippomanes uero quod nomine dicunt 
pastores, lentum destillat ab inguine uirus, 

1 

24 Beware the common metaphorical use of lippitudo in satire to denote intemperance and 
debauchery (e.g. Hor. S. 1.3.25, Pers. 2.72, 5.77: cE Bramble (1974 35ff.)); not that I see any 
point to so understanding it here. 
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hippomanes, quod saepe malae legere nouercae 
miscueruntque herbas et non innoxia uerba, 

but avoids it, in senses (1) and (2),25 in the Aeneid: 

Virg. A. 4.513-16 . . . quaeruntur . . . 
pubentes herbae nigri cum lacte ueneni; I 
quaeritur et nascentis equi de fronte reuulsus 
et matri praereptus amor. 

Naturally the subject matter of didactic poetry will have obliged the 
poet more often to confront special and technical vocabulary sensu proprio 
and to decide whether to use it or to allude to it. Ultimately, however, the 
taste of the individual poet was a more important factor than the genre 
of his composition, so that, to take an extreme case, Lucan’s epic admits 
many more names of species of snake than does Virgil’s didactic passage 
on reptilian pests in G. 3. 414-39. Virgil introduces in the second line of 
this section some colour from special vocabulary, again at the end of the 
line: 

Virg. G. 3.414-15 Disce et odoratam stabulis accendere cedrum 
galbaneoque agitare grauis nidore chelydros. 

but he uses no other exotic snake-name in this catalogue26 and avoids, for 
example, Nicander’s chersydrus (Ther. 359 ff.), preferring a paraphrase in 
line 425: 

Virg. G. 3.425 ille malus Calabris in saltibus anguis. 

Virgil proceeds in a similar way in his section on diseases: he announces 
the subject, gives early on some authentic technical colour but sub- 
sequently avoids medical terms: I 

Virg. G. 3.440-1 Morborum quoque te causas et signa docebo. 
turpis ouis temptat scabies. 

The contrast with Lucan could hardly be stronger. Lucan shows no restraint 
at all in his remarkable catalogue of African snakes in Book 9.700-33. 
Seventeen exotic, jewel-like names form a serpentine pattern through 28 
verses. Two names are Latin (720 natrix, iaculus), fifteen Greek three 
have appeared in earlier Latin poetry (aspis, cerasfes, che lydru~~~) ;  four 
have appeared in earlier Latin prose (dipsas, draco, haemorrhois, nafrix); 

25 Pace Emout (1956 13, n. 2) who sees sense (3) at A. 4.515-6. Cf. Sharrock (1994: 72-3). 
Ovid avoids the word in sense (3) at Med. 38 nocens uirus amantis equae. 
26 Compare, in tragedy, Seneca’s avoidance of snake-names in the ‘catalogue’ at Med. 681-705. 
I owe this reference to Dr Hutchinson. 
” The last only in poets and Celsus 5.27.8; Celsus deals with the treatment of snakebite in 
5.27.3-10. 
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ten occur first in Lucan.2E Virgil is typically restrained, even in a didactic 
poem; Lucan is characteristically unrestrained, especially for a writer of 
epic.29 Lucan returns momentarily to didactic mode a hundred lines later, 
when the snakes catalogued at 700ff. are taking it in turns to fall on the 
Roman captains in good Homeric fashion. Paulus falls prey to the species 
which kills without poison by hurling itself spearlike through its victim, 
picking up a didactic gloss and etymology on its way9 

Luc. 9.823 torsit et inmisit - iaculum uocat Africa - serpens 

Another general factor affecting the use of technical vocabulary sensu 
proprio was allusion. I distinguish two types: first - and I have to be 
tentative here - that in which a Latin author imitates a Greek model. 
Rarely a technical anatomical or disease term is used apparently sensu 
proprio in high poetry. In such cases the usage is likely to be essentially 
literary, rather than technical. So, for example, when Virgil uses stomachus 
of the oesophagus: 

Virg. A. 9.698-700 uolat Itala comus 
. . . stomachoque infixa sub altum 
pectus abit, 

he is probably conscious not of Latin technical prose usage (Cels. 4.1.3, 
al.; AndrC (1991: 76,131)) but rather of Homeric usage, as, for example, in: 

Il. 17.47-8 . . . Karh U T O ~ ~ X O L O  OipcOAa 
.;([€I. 

A similarly striking use of a body-part term in epic is that of musculus 
‘muscle’ by Lucan describing the death of Sabellus from the bite of the 
snake called seps: 

LUC. 9.771-2 . . . femorum quoque musculus omnis 
liquitur. 

Again, there are plausible literary models in Homer (e.g. Zl. 16.315, 324) 
and Apollonius Rhodius. Indeed, the Greek pu& ‘muscle’ occurs in Apol- 
lonius’ account of the snakebite that kills Mopsos: 

Three are not in Plin. Nut.: ammodytes, chelydrus, parias; three are not in Nic. Ther.: 
anamodytes, parias, prester. Presumably Nicander was modified by Aemilius Macer (d the 
end of (9) below), Lucan’s direct source at this point; see the commenta Bernensia on Luc. 
9.701. 
29 On the question of genre and the contacts between epic and didactic poetry, with reference 
to Lucan’s Catalogue of Snakes, see Lausberg (1990). I owe this reference to Dr Hutchinson. 
’’ I shall say no more here about the formal conventions of didactic poetry and technical 
prose (the gloss, the programme, the etymology, the paragraphing, the forms of address to 
the reader, the list of physical requirements in the successful practitioner of the art, etc.); on 
these see Hollis (1977: xvii-xix et passim; Index, S.V. ‘didactic tradition’). 
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A.R. 4.1519-21 . . . a h h p  d [the snake] pkuqv 
K c p r i G a  K a i  p v d v a  . . . 
u h p K a  G a K i v  &hpa&v. 

It is perhaps worth adding, however, that musculus ‘muscle’ occurs only 
here in Latin verse and is not found in prose before Celsus, who wrote 
only a generation or so before Lucan. It is inviting to speculate that Lucan 
at this point in his borrowed desert sequence (Hutchinson (1988: 353)) is 
imitating Apollonius not only in making reference to this part of the body 
but also in using a word with contemporary scientific flavour; the effect of 
Lucan’s musculus would then be comparable to that supposed for Apol- 
lonius’ K C ~ K ~ S .  A similar view may be taken of other Latin poetry.31 The 
general hypothesis - of a Roman version of Alexandrian scientific realism 
in Latin poetry - may deserve further attention and may yield an 
important qualification to the general rule that technical vocabulary sensu 
proprio is avoided in high poetry. 

The second, much clearer, type of allusion is when a special word 
admitted by an admired predecessor could be echoed by being 
especially in the same position in the and perhaps accompanied by 
another special word from the same lexical field. So, for example, the line- 
opening hippomanes is the clearest of the echoes of Virgil G. 3.28&3 
(quoted above) in these lines of Tibullus and Propertius: 

Tib. 2.4.58 hippomanes cupidae stillat ab inguine equae, 
Prop. 4.5.17-18 et in me 

hippomanes fetae semina legit equae. 

Similarly, given its gender, number and place in the line, elleboros in 
Columella’s continuation of the Georgics is surely consciously evoking his 
model and inspiration: compare 

Col. 10.17 sed negat [s6lum] elleboros, et noxia carpasa succo 
with Virg. G. 3.451 scillamque elleborosque grauis nigrumque bitumen; 

and note that elsewhere Columella prefers the Latin synonym ueratrurn 
(6.32.2, 6.38.3, 7.13.2). Again, given the rarity of the word in Latin litera- 

31 E.g. the simile of the panting stag in: Hor. C a m .  1.15.31 ‘[quem tu, ceruus uti] sublimi 
fugies mollis unheliru’, where sublimis anhelitus corresponds to the Gk ,LES&J~OV m+a (or 
boOp) ,  the medical expression for shallow, panting breath, and may be a deliberate medical 
touch, perhaps comparable in effect with Apollonius’ neuro-physiological description of 
Medea in love (3.762-3, quoted in (3) above). See Nisbet and Hubbard (1970) on Hor. Curm. 
1.15.31. 
32 Or alluded to by the context and the use of another special word from the same lexical 
field. I am thinking oc for example, Luc. 1.426 or Prop. 3.22.27 see above, nn. 18, 19. 
33 On the snake chelydrus, for example, note Mynors (1990 244): ‘V[irgil] bequeathed the 
word to numerous successors, who gratefully use it to end their hexameters’. 
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ture, it is tempting to believe that centaurea ‘knapweed’ signals that 
Lucretius’ strong-smelling substances: 

Lucr. 4.124-5 panaces absinthia taetra 
habrotonique graues et tristia centaurea 

are being echoed by Virgil in a different context: 

Virg. G. 4.270 Cecropiumque thymum et graue olentia centaurea; 

and that both passages are intended to be heard in Lucan’s description of 
the snake-repellent mixed by the Psylli” to protect the Roman camp in 
Book 9 

Luc. 9.918 et panacea potens et Thessala centaurea, 

a passage which contains a potent mixture of eleven exotic ingredient 
names in six lines. 

In general, then, especially in one of the ‘higher’ genres, a poet’s use 
of speciaYtechnica1 vocabulary sensu proprio will serve one or more of at 
least three purposes: (a) to display his learning and simultaneously to 
evoke an exotic, far-off world (or a special activity closer to home); (b) 
to share his enjoyment of the sound of the special word, this receiving 
formal expression in the predilection of items of special vocabulary for 
the end, or beginning, of the line; (c) to recall the work of a revered 
predecessor by the use of a striking special word. Special vocabulary sensu 
proprio is avoided in high poetry if either its form or its meaning is held 
to be banal or otherwise unsuitable; in particular cases the tastes of the 
poet were of greater consequence than the genre of his work for the means 
of expression. 

On the other hand, if a technical object is to be mentioned but its 
proper name is formally or otherwise inappropriate, it is referred to by 
means of a paraphrase: the term and its meaning remain instantly recogniz- 
able but the everyday name of the banal object is avoided. H. D. Jocelyn 
(1969~) has commented on a few examples in Ennius’ tragedies, such as 
prolato aere (scen. 2 Jocelyn [= 16V], for scuto proiecto), me huic locabus 
nuptiis (scen. 1275, for nuptum locabus) and sub armis (scen. 2325 [= 262V], 
for (in) a~mis) . ’~  No different in terms of linguistic intent are those to be 
found in Horae, Epistles 1,36 such as ciuica iura (Ep. 1.3.23, for ius ciuile), 
curule . . . ebur (Ep. 1.6.534, for sella curulis) and consulta patrum (Ep. 
1.16.41, for senatus consulta); in Propertius, e.g. pruetexti . . . a m i c m  

34 C€ Cels. 5.27.3B-C; Plin. Nat. 7.1k.15. 
95 With reference to legal matters, however, Ennius appears generally to use the proper 
terms; see Jocelyn (1969~: Index, S.V. ‘legal language’). 

Usefully collected by R. G. Mayer (1994 Index, S.V. ‘technical terminology avoided’). 
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(3.15.3, for toga praetexta) and arma. .  . de ducibus.. . recepta (4.10.2, 
for spolia opima); or in Juvenal, such as caeduntur . . . mariscae (2.13, for 
secantur ficus), uectetur (4.6, for gestetur) and torret quarta dies (9.17, 
for male habet quartana febris). 

Lucan’s practice in respect of disease names is especially instructive?’ 
He avoids these Greek words altogether, in striking contrast with his 
admission of Greek names of species of snakes and of the exotic plants 
and minerals used in the snake-repellent (9.700-33 and 916-21: see above). 
Even some common Latin disease words are paraphrased by Lucan, pre- 
sumably to heighten the effect of the expression. So, for example, he 
avoids rabiosus (or rabidus), writing instead 

Luc. 6.671 spuma canum quibus unda timori est, 

unda timori, juxtaposed and so ordered, presumably intended to recall 
66po-rpop-. He avoids even the old Latin phrasal term ignis sacer, although 
both Lucretius and Virgil employ it in their respective accounts of the 
plague. Lucan uses a paraphrase for this skin condition in his plague 
passage but so orders the words as to give a clear signal of the intended, 
‘underlying’, form, notwithstanding the syntax of the noun phrases: 

Luc. 6.96-7 ignea . . . sucro feruida morbo 
pestis. 

This very avoidance of ordinary terms for the banal subject of disease 
afforded an opportunity for poetic effect and inventiveness. Virgil clearly 
intends melancholia to be understood as the root of Heracles’ madness 
in: 

Virg. A. 8.219-20 hic uero Alcides furiis exarserat atro 
felle dolor. 

The juxtaposition and order of atro felle are close to the Greek term; the 
choice of Latin words38 and the enjambement keep the banal special 
vocabulary at the appropriate distance from epic narrative.39 

Two Ovidian couplets illustrate ‘low’ and ‘high’ lexical tactics in suc- 
cessive lines, the pentameter being strikingly more high-flown than its 
hexameter, the first on gout and rabies: 

37 And appears to constitute an exception to Braund’s (19926: xlvi) generalization about 
Lucan’s admission of technical terms avoided by other epic poets 
38 On ater, see AndrB (1949 387): ‘terme specifiquement Bpique’, but c€ p. 220 below; on fez 
vs. bilis, Nisbet-Hubbard (1970 172) ad Hor. Cam. 1.13.4. 
39 So, too, perhaps, G. 3.497 sues. . . angit for 66yxq, a form of angina. 
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Ov. Pont. 1.3.23-4 tollere nodosam nescit medicina podagram40 
nee formidatis auxiliatur aquis,’” 

the second a stricture against the use of Zana sucidu (wool with its natural 
grease): 

Ov. Ars 3.213-14 oesypa quid redolent, quamuis mittatur Athenis 
demptus ab immundo uellere sucus ouis. 

Although in a humbler genre, perhaps in an Alexandrian mode, Ovid 
departs completely from the form of the Greek term hydropici in: 

Ov. Fast. 1.215 sic quibus intumuit suffusa uenter ab unda. 

Perhaps because he is taking the patient’s point of view, Horace alludes 
to the same disease by means of another of its symptoms, avoiding its 
name, in the Letter to Florus: 

Hor. Ep. 2.2.146-7 si tibi nulla sitim finiret copia lymphae, 
narrares medicig 

lymphae for ‘water’ heightening the non-technical allusiveness of the 
patient’s self-observation. We shall see (in (6) below) the Horatian pas- 
sages in which this disease is given its proper Greek name. These last four 
examples illustrate also how the verse epistle - possibly elegy as a 
whole - partakes of the lexical conventions of more and less exalted 
forms (cf. Axelson (1945: 26, 143)). 

The absence from epic - and usually lyric and elegy, too - of Greek 
names of diseases can result only partly, if at all, from avoidance of 
Greek tout court, since we have already, in this brief survey, seen numerous 
examples of Greek technical polysyllables. Poets’ avoidance of the words 
melancholia, hydrops, hydrophobus and the like, in their primary meaning, 
reflects above all their tendency to paraphrase mundane vocabulary. 

In the extreme case, of course, mundane special vocabulary is sup- 
pressed altogether, even if the semantic field is central to the topic of the 
poem. A good example of this is Propertius’ poem about Cynthia’s illness 
(229,  in which there is no word for disease and Cynthia’s condition has 

4u Cf. Lucian, Trag. (Podagra) 143 $V OGTC ITachv +app&o”; V L K ~  o8ivcr. The word seems to be 
very rare in verse: l ib.  1.9.73, probably following Catul. 71.2, 6; Virg. G. 3.299 of animals 
and ‘softened’ by being in the plural, and satire (Hor. S. 1.9.32, Juv. 13.96). It is several times 
avoided in prose (e.g. Cic. Fam. 6.19.2, Brut. 130 dolores pedum, Plin. Ep. 1.12.4 pedum 
dolor). This, and Lucian’s choice of theme for his paratragedy, indicates the intrinsic ‘lowness’ 
of the condition and its proper name. I owe this observation to Dr Hutchinson. 

Surely to be understood as hydrophobia, rather than as dropsy, the elements of the Greek 
compound being rendered as at Plin. Nut. 28.84 ‘si aqua potusque formidetur a morsu canis’. 
Cf. Scholte (1933: ad loc.). 
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to be inferred from oblique hints in affctae (line l), pericula4* (15, 46) 
and saucia (31).43 The absence in Propertius of words to do with disease 
when disease is the theme is a natural corollary of the constant metaphor- 
ical use of disease words when the subject is love. This observation brings 
us to consider next the use of special vocabulary in metaphor in Latin 
poetry. 

(6) Technical vocabulary in metaphor 

It is above all in metaphorical usage that special and technical vocabulary 
is to be found in Latin poetry (with the qualified exceptions of didactic 
and the conversational genres). If, in the use of a technical word in its 
primary meaning, the poet is aiming in part to impress his audience through 
sound, in a metaphor he wants to affect his listeners with meaning, with 
a striking comparison of a target domain with a source domain. The poet 
here naturally uses normal vocabulary (uocabula propria) in order to 
depict the source domain as clearly and directly as possible; for the image 
to succeed, to engage rather than alienate the audience, the source domain 
must be familiar and authentic, both in content and in form.44 

Accordingly, from Lucretius’ straightforward use of authentic Greek 
terms in his simile of the apothecary’s composition: 

Lucr. 2.847-9 sicut urnaracini blandum stuctaeque liquorem 
et nardi florem, nectar qui naribus halat, 
cum facere instituas, . . . 

I infer not, with W. Goethe, that the poet was a doctor, nor, with T. Pp 
Wiseman (1974 19-22), that he was a pharmacopola (although these are 
of course not to be excluded) but that his audience were sufficiently 
familiar with the substances and their names for the comparison to be 
illuminating rather than the reverse. 

In order to gain an impression of the reverse effect, we may contrast, 
for instance, T. S. Eliot’s ‘suggestive analogy’ for his theory of the deper- 
sonalization of the poet: ‘I therefore invite you to consider, as a suggestive 
analogy, the action which takes place when a bit of finely filiated platinum 

42 Admittedly, periculum is occasionally found meaning roughly ‘illness’ (e.g. Plin. Nut. 23.48; 
perhaps Cels 7.26.5H. 5.26.1C.) but I do not believe that it is to be so taken here. 
43 The same is true, I think, of Ov. Am. 2.13.1 and 2.14.3-5, where he is speaking of an 
abortion. 

D. N. Sedley notes (below, p. 237, n. 28) that Lucretius, while rejecting hurmoniu as a 
philosophical term, admits it at 4.1248 ‘where he may feel that his need for the musical 
metaphor leaves him no option’. Lyne (1989 passim, esp. e.g. 165-8) gives excellent illus- 
tration from the Aeneid of the power of words proper to what he calls ‘business prose’ when 
used metaphorically to evoke their source domain for poetic effect. 
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is introduced into a chamber containing oxygen and sulphur dioxide’ (Eliot 
(1932 [1917]: 17)). This analogy is suggestive only to those with some 
knowledge of chemistry. Indeed, Eliot proceeds to explain it in detail 
before applying it to his theory of poetry; presumably he did not expect 
his average reader to find it helpful without further explanation. On the 
other hand, given the required amount of shared knowledge of the source 
domain, between author and reader, the analogy stands only to gain in 
strength from the writer’s use of ordinary technical language and his 
avoidance of literary, or layman’s, paraphrase. Any banality or ‘lowness’ 
attaching to certain types of special vocabulary used sensu proprio is 
nullified by artful semantics. As Gregory Hutchinson puts it in a slightly 
different context (1988: 227), ‘[sluch [scil. ‘low’] material in similes, as in 
metaphors, has a very different resonance from such material when it is 
the direct subject of discourse’. 

It is for these reasons, I suggest, that we find special vocabulary in 
poetic imagery, and that we can infer that it is vocabulary of some currency 
in the source domain. So it follows that, for example, hydrops (Gk $86pwt,h 

‘dropsy; sufferer from dropsy’) owes its famous appearance in Horace, 
Odes 2, to the fact that it is used metaphorically, for avarice (and, perhaps, 
the avaricious man45): 

Hor. Curm. 2.2.13-16 crescit indulgens sibi dirus hydrops 
nec sitim pellit, nisi causa morbi 
fugerit uenis et aquosus albo 

corpore languor. 

The same account may perhaps be given of hydropicus in another of 
Horace’s warnings against over-indulgence: 

Hor. Ep. 1.2.33-4 . . . atqui 
si sanus noles curres hydropicus. 

The occurrence of these words tells us further that they had at least equal 
currency with the Latin expression, which is Celsus’ only term for dropsy, 
aqua inter cutem. 

It would go well beyond the scope of this essay to attempt any kind 
of systematic discussion of Latin poetic imagery based on special and 
technical vocabulary; I would, however, offer at this stage three general 
observations of a provisional nature. 

First, it is clear that disease is both common and versatile as a source 
domain for metaphor - versatile in the sense that it is regularly applied to 

41 The sufferer can properly be the subject of pellit, with an abrupt change of subject as, for 
example, at Cels 3.15.6. Or we may accept Peerlkamp’s pellas; see Nisbet and Hubbard 
(1978: ad la.). 
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several target domains, notably viceM and love4’ but also literary stylea. This 
versatility may be taken to indicate that - not surprisingly - disease was a 
familiar subject with a familiar vocabulary. This is in keeping with poets’ 
general avoidance, noted in (5) above, of disease words sensu proprio. 

Second, given a versatile source domain, such as disease, and the poet’s 
need to explore various metaphorical approaches to central themes (target 
domains), such as love, metaphors may come to interact in fruitful and 
suggestive ways. One such instance, centred on the theme of love, 
and involving the metaphors of disease, medical treatment and soldiery, 
may have caught Ovid’s attention. I have in mind simply that the whole 
conception of the Ars amatoria and, especially, the Remedia amoris seems 
inspired by the metaphorical accounts of love as a disease (c€ Pinotti 
(1988: 16)) and of medicines as soldiers in the battle with illne~s.4~ It is as 
if in these poems Ovid is offering an ars medicinae of a new order for the 
treatment of love, the poet being no longer a soldier in the service of love 
but the dispenser of remedies - rational remedies in which magic no 
longer plays a part’O - which will join battle with love. 

Especially in satire, continuing a tradition going back to Plato by way of the diatribe and 
Cynic and Stoic philosophy. See Bramble (1974 35, M. 2, 3) with numerous examples, 
including, e.g., Hor. Ep. 1.1.33 ‘feruet auaritia.. . pectus,. . . (35) laudis amore tumes’. A 
possible unnoticed medical instance at Hor. C. 3.24.48-9 ‘aurum et inutile I summi materiem 
mal?? 
47 Note e.g. Prop. 1.1.26-7 (quoted at the beginning of (II) above), 2.14.19 hoc sensiprodesse 
magis’, 3.24.18 ‘uulneraque ad sanum nunc coiere mea’ and Ov. Met. 1.5234 ‘ei mihi quod 
nullis amor est sanabilis herbis I nec prosunt domino quae prosunt omnibus artes’ [Apollo 
is speaking]. This image, too, has a long tradition in both Greek (cf. S. Tr. 445, 491) and 
Latin (cf. EM. scen 254 ‘Medea animo aegro, amore saeuo saucia’). For collections 
and discussion of the countless examples, both Greek and Latin, and further references, see 
e.g. Svennung (1945), La Penna (1951), Flury (1968), Muller (1980), Mazzini (1990). Note 
that Lanata (1966) proposes the converse account - the drawing of terms of pathology from 
poetic love language - of the Hippocratic use of nLip, &nl, d d q ,  words already in Sappho of 
the torments of love. 

Note in verse e.g. Catul. 44, and Pers. 1.76-8 ‘uenosus liber Acci . . . uerrucosa . . . Antiopa’, 
with Migliorini (1990: 61-5), and see Bramble (1974: 36-7). 
49 For the wars between disease and medicine, note e.g. Man. 2.902 ‘bellaque morborum 
caecis pugnantia telis’; Cels 6.6.31A ‘si uero scabri oculi sunt, . . . potest militare: id quod 
habet’. . . (Lijfstedt (1990), contra Flury (1990)). Diseases have impetus (TLL VI1 1.604.79ff., 
608.36f€), they occupant (TLL IX 2.386.29ff.), they temptant; the doctor must fight (Cels. 
3.12.2, 6.6.37A pugnandum est), a disease is expugnandus (Cels. 3.15.4; TLL V 2.1811.3W); 
medicine may be defeated (Cels. 3.27.4A; 5.26.1C uicra [ars]) or the disease may be (Cels. 
3.22.8 euinciiur morbus; TLL V 2.1042.77E). 
5o Note Ovid’s three express rejections of magic, at Ars 2.99-107, Rem. 249-90 and Med. 
3542. Sharrock (1994 5W) argues brilliantly that the first two of these passages at any rate 
should not be taken at face value, since there are features of the language of magic in the 
language that Ovid uses to denounce magic. CE, however, Wilhelm (1925: 158-9) on Qvid 
as medicus aeger in Ponr. 1.3, and Pinotti (1988 15-24) on properly medical, especially 
empirical, aspects of the Rem. 
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Third, many of the more prominent metaphors which recur in Latin 
poetry appear early in Roman literature; most are to be found already in 
classical or Hellenistic Greek literature (see nn. 46,47), whence they were 
perhaps imitated in the first place. Some, of course, notably those of 
the foedus amoris and the militia amoris, received a peculiarly Roman 
development; (see Reitzenstein (1912); Spies (1930); Paludan (1941); 
Benediktson (1977: 347)). In order, however, to keep an old metaphor 
alive, a poet must introduce new elements from its domain, so that we 
find, for example, fresh figurative use of legal terminology in the parody of 
a humiliating peace-settlement that Propertius puts into Cynthia’s mouth: 

Prop. 4.8.74 accipe quae nostrae formula legis erit 

and at the end of Cornelia’s speech from the grave (4.11) before the 
imaginary court (lines 19-22): 

Prop. 4.11.99 causa perorata est, 

or, again, of soldiers’ jargon in Ovid 

Ov. Ars 1.131-2 Romule, militibus scisti dare commoda solus! 
haec mihi si dederis commoda, miles ero, 

technical and special language unparalleled in poetry (cf. Fedeli (1965), 
Hollis (1977) ad locc.). 

Tentatively to summarize so far: (i) technical vocabulary sensu proprio 
is avoided by the Latin poets - with the obvious but qualified exceptions 
of writers of didactic and satire - if its subject does not fit the aes- 
thetics of the poem or of the poet, or if it is formally uninteresting; (ii) if 
reference is made to the thing whose uox propria is avoided, it is by means 
of a paraphrase, the form of which is more or less reminiscent of the 
ordinary expression; (iii) conversely, quite ordinary items of special 
vocabulary are the norm in metaphor. 

These general statements, based on a limited amount of close reading, 
are at this stage no more than working hypotheses. They may appear 
obvious and uninteresting, but they merit systematic testing since they will 
apply in varying degrees to various texts, poets, genres, traditions and 
hence promise to yield a critical tool (in principle quantitative) not only 
to Latin poetry but to literary language generally. On the one hand, further 
study of the admission to literary texts of technical vocabulary sensu 
proprio will bring out formal and thematic aspects of the aesthetics of 
individual poets and poems; on the other hand, an increased sensitivity to 
the existence of special uses of apparently ordinary words may in the best 
case, according to the prediction in (iii) above, sharpen and enrich our 
reading of imagery - even uncover unsuspected metaphors - in well- 
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known texts?l Conversely, in lexicography, literary use of technical vocabu- 
lary, especially in metaphor, may prove to be a valuable supplementary 
source of information on the ordinary words in current (educated) use 
relating to various special and technical activities. In the final section of 
this paper I should like to illustrate with reference to medicine this last 
general prediction of the relevance of poetic imagery to special lexi- 
cography. This section, no less than (I) and (II), offers merely a few 
examples of the phenomena discussed, examples drawn from only a small 
sample of the relevant texts in verse and prose. 

111. THE LATIN POETS AND MEDICAL LATIN 

Study of medical vocabulary in the poetss2 has, I believe, a contribution 
to make in return to our knowledge of the history of Latin medical 
discourse. It follows from the generalizations of (5) and (6) above that 
consistent use of a particular item of medical vocabulary in poetic imagery 
implies that the word was current and familiar in its ordinary, non-meta- 
phorical medical sense. There are three immediate and important 
consequences of this inference, which bear on the history of medical Latin 
and more generally on republican Roman social, literary and intellectual 
history. These concern: (i) the date of the widespread diffusion at Rome 
of Greek and Latin medical terms; (ii) the relationship between the lan- 
guage of technical Latin medical prose and educated colloquial usage in 
medical matters, in the late Republic and early Empire; (iii) the question 
of the date of origin - indeed, of the very existence - of specialist 
discourse on medicine in Latin. I deal with each in turn in (7), (8) and (9) 
below. 

(7) The figurative use of medical vocabulary in Plautus 

A first, and very simple, implication of the transferred use of medical 
words in Latin verse is that there was at Rome a high degree of familiarity 
with Greek and Latin medical vocabulary from an earlier date than is 
often supposed. 

51 A possible minor example: caruisse ‘to be cured of at Hor. Ep. 1.1.42; cf. (21s. 2.15.1, 
3.21.6, Larg. 38, 122. 
52 And, to be sure, in non-medical prose also, above all in Cicero and Seneca. While the 
bibliography on medicine in Seneca is considerable, little has been done on Cicero; for 
references see Mazzini (1988 50, n. 7; 1991a: 101, n. 8). A useful collection of other special 
vocabulary in Seneca’s letters is in Summers (1910 xlii-xlix). I owe this reference to G. D. 
Williams. 
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It is striking that a number of medical expressions make their first 
appearance in Plautus, or other early republican verse, used figuratively 
as well as literally. Greek ~ A U ~ K O J ~ U  ‘cataract’53 appears first in Plautus in 
a phrase meaning something like ‘pull the wool over his eyes’, declining 
as a first-declension noun and with Latin -a- for Greek -w-: 

P1. Mil. 147-9 ei nos facetis fabricis et doctis dolis 
glaucumam ob oculos obiciemus eumque ita 
faciemus ut quod uiderit ne uiderit.” 

Similarly, stomachus is found first meaning ‘annoyance, vexation’ and stuctu 
standing for the bouquet of wine, or a lovely woman: 

P1. As. 422-3 quin centiens eadem imperem atque ogganniam, 
itaque iam hercle 
clamore ac stomach0 non que0 labori suppeditare. 

P1. Cur. 101-2 tu mihi stacta, tu cinnamum, tu rosa, 

P1. Mos. 309 cum stacta accubo. 
tu crocinum et casia es, tu telinum. 

Plautus attests also humorous Latin medical expressions, implying a 
certain currency to the terms sensu proprio at an earlier date. So, lippitudo 
‘inflammation or watering of the eyes’ occurs already in Plautus not only 
in its primary sense but also used figuratively to mean the opposite of 
oculus ‘darling’: 

P1. Poen. 393-4 huiius arnica mammeata, mea inimica et maleuola, 
oculus huiius, lippitudo mea, me1 huiius, fel meum, 

showing, incidentally, a use that is not attested for its Greek equivalent 

While this is a strikingly early instance of the figurative use of a disease- 
name, I admit freely that lippitudo is hardly a technical term of the sort 
that presupposes a public familiarity with any form of medicine or medical 
language; it was quite probably an ancient homely word for a common 

dr$Oahplu.5~ 

53 On the history of the meaning of yhahwpa  see Marganne (1993: 101). I owe this reference 
to Professor Bain. 
c4 I owe this reference to Professor Adams. 
is While d@ahpds has a use similar to that of Latin oculus (‘a person or thing as precious as 
the eye’), the only attested metaphorical use of the disease term drpOahpia and derivatives 
has to do with coveting, so drptlahpthw at Hyp. Fr. 258, Plb. 1.7.2, 2.17.3, 31.21.1. 

Other examples of relatively early figurative use of medical terms include: Lucil. 764M 
‘aquam te in animo habere intercutem’ (sensu proprio at PI. Men. 891); Laber. com. 1 ‘quid 
est ius iurandum? emplastrum aeris alieni’ (sensu proprio at Cat0 Agr. 39.2); Lucr. 4.52%9 
‘praeterea radit uox fauces saepe facitque I asperioru foras gradiens urtcriu clamor’ (playing 
on the name of the trachea); Cael. Fam. 8.14.4 (50 BC) ‘persuasum est ei [Appio censon] 
censuram lomentum aut nitrwn esse’. 
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affliction. There may be a more telling example of this type of humorous 
medical Latin in the diagnosis performed by Palinurus in Curculio: 

P1. Cur. 23640 

(240) 

If the text is right, the 

PA. sed quid tibi est? CAPPADOX lien enicat, renes 
dolent, 
pulmones distrahuntur, cruciatur iecur, 
radices cordis pereunt, hirae omnes dolent. 
PA. tum te igitur morbus agitat hepatiarius. 
CA. facile est miserum inridere. 

reaction of Cappadox (‘It’s easy to mock the 
afflicted.’) and the fact that this disease term occurs only here make it 
likely that morbus hepatiarius is a comic nonce-formation,56 Such 
expressions depend for their comic effect on familiarity with established 
types, so that morbus hepatiarius might be taken to suggest two things: 
one is the audience’s familiarity with Latin phrasal lexemes of the type 
morbus articularis, morbus comitialis, morbus regius, etc.; the other is the 
currency of Greek j k a p  ‘the liver’, or 7j7rThna ‘liver (as a dish)’ (Lucil. 
310M), the latter a more suitable base for a comic formati~n.~’ 

Accounts of medical Latin - or of the reception by Latin writers of 
Greek medical words - generally begin with Cato’s De agricultura (c. 160 
B C ) ~ ~  but the presence of these words with transferred meaning already 
around 200 BC presupposes close familiarity with the primary meaning of 
the words and hence argues strongly for a much earlier establishment and 
widespread diffusion of medical words at Rome (contrast Rawson (1985: 
170)). How long does it take for a borrowed technical term to become 
usable in a play in a transferred or metaphorical sense? Did a mass of 
Greek medical terms, whether or not introduced by practising medical 
men, become current in Plautus’ middle age, in the period in which Rome 
acquired her first Greek public doctor, Archagathus, in 219 BC (Hem. Hist. 
26, Plin. Nut. 29.12)? Or had they been current already for generations, 

56 Acidalius, followed by several others, put line 244 CA. lien dierecfusr. PA. ambula. id lieni 
optumumst. after 239 so that the inrisio of line 240 consists not in the diagnosis but in the 
suggested cure. See Thierfelder (1955). 
57 Late in the day, I find that Thierfelder (1955) has taken exactly this view of this passage; 
he gives a good summary history of the textual criticism. It should be noted, however, that 
Mazzini (19% 90-2) takes the symptoms, the diagnosis and the term morbus hepatian’u 
quite seriously, as corresponding to the Greek rr68Os ljmaTtKdY; similarly (19% 93) he sees 
solsrifialis morbus (Trin. 544) as Plautus’ serious version of Gk acipiaots ‘sunstroke’. Questions 
of this kind are clearly important for our appreciation of Plautine humour and realism, and of 
his treatment of his Greek models. I hope I may be forgiven for not pursuing them here on 
the grounds that their resolution will not affect the main point of this section, namely what 
Mazzini (19921: 103) calls ‘la retrodatazione della prima attestazione . . . di una sene di 
conoscenze, convinzioni, tecniche e istituzioni mediche’. 

See, for example, Ilberg (1907); De Meo (1983: 224ff.); Weis (1992). 
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since the official installation of the cult of Asclepius in Rome in 293 BC, 

the third year of a destructive plague (Livy 10.47.67) - or still earlier 
(Nutton (1993: 57f.))? 

In general, the transferred or metaphorical use of any item of 
special vocabulary is good evidence of its familiarity in its primary sense 
and gives to the lexicographer and the historian a reliable terminus 
ante quem for the coming to currency of objects and ideas, and their 
names. 

(8) Disagreements in the choice of medical words between poetry and 
medical prose 

As we have seen, there is in one way and another a good deal of medical 
vocabulary in Latin poetry, generally, one notes, with consistent use of 
particular words. There are numerous agreements between the medical 
vocabulary of Latin poetry - especially in metaphorical usage - and that 
of the nearest thing we have to contemporary technical prose (Celsus, De 
medicinas9 and Scribonius Largus, CompositioneP). There are also some 
disagreements, which raise an interesting question. Here are a few 
examples. 

aegrotus ‘ill; (as noun) one who is ill’ occurs alongside aeger ‘id.’ in 
comedy:’ epigram (Catul. 97.12), satire (Pers. 3.83) and in prose, including 
Cicero (who, however, prefers aeger by 41:15). aegrotus would appear to 
be an ordinary everyday medical word62 but it is avoided by Celsus and 
Scribonius, and by high poetry (with the sole exception of Accius trag. 
71), in favour of aeger. 

Zippus ‘having watery or inflamed eyes; (as noun) one so afflicted’ is 
common in comedy, satire and epigram (e.g. Mart. 6.39.11,6.78.2), although 
rare in prose (once in Vitruvius, 8.4.1) until Petronius (28.4, aZ.) and the 

59 Text: Marx (1915); Mudry (1982) of the preface; Contino (1988) of book 8. Introduction: 
Jocelyn (1986); Contino (1988 15-50). 

Text: Sconocchia (1983). Introduction: Sconocchia (1993). 
‘zn Plautus aegrotus is confined to senarii, aeger to long lines, a distribution that conforms 

well with Liifstedt’s (193S42 I1 305ff.) stylistic characterization of the language proper to 
the different verse forms. I owe this observation to Professor Bain. It may also be sigmficant 
that of the eight Occurrences of aeger in Plautus and Terence, six of the seven that mean 
straightforwardly ‘physically unwell’ are fern. (Pl. Truc. 464, 475, 500, Ter. Hec. 188, 256, 
341); at P1. Epid. 129 it is used of the mind; the sole exception is Ter. Eun. 236, where the 
surrounding words also appear to be unusual. 
62 It is used in ordinary down-to-earth medical contexts e.g. at P1. Cap. 190, Men. 884, Cur. 
61 and Cic. Div. 2.13, 133, 145, Aft. 6.1.2; and metaphorically e.g. at P1. Trin. 76, Ter. An. 
193,559, Hau. 100. 
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Elder Pliny (28.130, aZ.). It is avoided by Celsus and Scribonius, who use 
only lippio, -ire63 and lippiens (as adjective or noun).” 

The loan-word podageP and the Latin derivative podugrosus66 ‘(one) 
suffering from gout’ are found in Plautus, Ennius, Lucilius and Horace, 
used either literally or metaph~rically.~~ Neither of these words is to be 
found in medical prose, where the only word for ‘(one) suffering from 
gout’ is podagricus (7T08CLyplKdS).a 

Now, as I noted above, the converse of my hypothesis that uoces 
propriue are usual in metaphor implies that the lexicographer has an 
unnoticed tool at hand for determining the register and currency of a large 
number of words. To spell this out in more concrete terms, any dictionary 
of a special or technical language should take very seriously the vocabulary 
used in literary texts in metaphors drawn from the special field in question. 
On the face of it the words just listed constitute serious counter-examples 
to this principle: surely one will prefer to follow medical prose rather than 
a figurative use in poetry in determining the vocabulary of medical Latin, 
as a technical idiom? It is curious that the very existence of such a technical 
variety of Latin is either denied (e.g. by AndrC (1987: 29-31)) or baldly 
asserted without argument (e.g. by Mazzini (1991b)) by those specialists 
working in this field; I return to this question in (9) below. Those who 
deny its existence have no reason for confining themselves to medical 
prose and excluding the numerous medical expressions to be found in 
non-technical literary texts; those who would believe - against, I think, 
the majority view - that there was a characterizable medical variety of 
Latin spoken or written by those with specialist knowledge of the field are 
missing an important opportunity to illustrate this idiom with reference to 
these disagreements in the choice of medical words between figurative use 
in literature and medical prose. 

63 lippire is found first used metaphorically at P1. Cur. 318 ‘lippiunt fauces fame’; cf. Cic. Aft. 
7.14.1 (sensu proprio). On the ‘medical’ and ‘psychiatric’ denominatives in -ire, see Mignot 
(1969: esp. 71-2) and Leumann (1977: 556). 

lippientes and aegri may be proper also to official army language under the Empire. The 
former appears on a strength report at Vindolanda (I1 154,22. Bowman, Thomas and Adams 
1994 9G8). I owe this reference to Professor Adams. Lists of men unfit for service through 
illness are headed by the word aegri, not aegroti, both at Vindolanda (ibid.) and frequently 
at Bu Njem (Marichal 1992: 84-8). 
65 From ro8aypds with the regular Latin treatment of word-final -ros or -ris after a consonant. 
66 The formation of a derivative with a native suffix on the stem of a foreign word is indicative 
of the complete integration of that stem into the borrowing language. Cf. Biville (1989:!.37). 
b7 podager at Enn. sat. 64V (fig.?), Hor. Ep. 1.2.52 (lit.); podagrosus at P1. Poen. 532 (fig.), 
Mer. 595, Lucil. 331M (lit.). On the interpretation of the Ennius line (numquam poetor nisi 
[si] podager), see Schaublin (1988: n.12) and Naiditch (1988); I owe these references to 
Professor M. D. Reeve. See also Grilli (1978). 
68 podagricus is read also at Laber. corn. 6 but entirely without context. 
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Let a fourth example, of a partial disagreement between poetry and 
medical prose, suggest an alternative account of uegrotus, lippus, podugerl 
p o d u p s u s .  The verb cotre is used in elegy and elsewhere of the closing 
of metaphorical wounds (e.g. Prop. 3.24.18; Ov. Tr. 4.4.41, 5.2.9; Pont. 
1.3.87, 1.6.24; cf. Hor. Ep. 1.3.32; Petr. 113.8). I am bound by my general 
hypothesis about the nature of vocabulary used in metaphor to regard this 
as an ‘authentic’, natural, medical expression for this context, and indeed 
this use of the verb is found (once) in Scribonius (121, p. 64,4 Sconocchia). 
Celsus, on the other hand, does not attest it, using instead for the first 
time in our record the simplex glutino, -are (and derivatives) which takes 
the medicament as subject and the wound as object. The disagreement 
between Celsus and Scribonius reminds us of the (probably universal) 
existence of variation within technical tenninologies (cf. Langslow (1989: 
39-40)); that between the medical writers and the elegists of a particular 
type of this variation, namely that between ordinary educated but lay 
medical usage and specialist idiom (cf. Adams (1995b: 663); Langslow 
(1989 38-9)), or what I am about to argue is the elevated style of literary 
medical prose. Such variation may be recorded by Celsus in cases such as: 

Cels. 8.1.15 a ceruice duo lata ossa utrimque ad scapulas tendunt: nostri 
scutulu opertu, omoplatas Graeci nominant. 

This is the only occurrence in the Latin record of scutulu opertu ‘the 
shoulder-blades’. It belongs, I suggest, to the educated, colloquial language, 
much like English shoulder-blade (vs. technical English scupulu). Celsus’ 
own term is the phrasal lexeme lutum scapularum os, which he uses nine 
times (5.26.10,8.1.16, ul.). Analogously, aegrotus - ueger, coire - glutinuri, 
lippus - lippiens, podugerlpodugrosus - podugricus could be regarded as 
four more isoglosses that will have contributed to characterizing different 
types of Latin medical discourse, which we could tentatively label ‘lay-col- 
loquial-informal’ and ‘specialist-elevated-formal’, respectively. 

In general, then, in reconstructing non-specialist educated usage on 
special and technical subjects, we should not assume as a matter of course 
that ‘technical’ prose is our best witness; we should consider equally - 
and sometimes even prefer - the vocabulary of literary texts, especially 
when it is used metaphorically. 

(9) Lucretius 4.1068 ff. and the beginnings of Latin medical discourse 

The hypothesis developed above that uocubulu propria are poets’ first 
choice in metaphors is fully in keeping with commentators’ ascriptions of 
the vocabulary of poetic imagery to, for example, ‘il linguaggio medico’ 
(Fedeli 1980: 83) or ‘the drily accurate style of medical discourse’ (Brown 
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1987: 210). I should like to dwell a moment longer on these two comments 
in order to explore the assumptions underlying them and to consider the 
meaning of the phrase ‘medical language’ applied to Latin. ‘Medical Latin’, 
it seems to me, can mean either (i) Latin words and expressions used (no 
matter by whom) to denote or discuss medical matters, including parts of 
the body, disease and its treatment, both theoretical and practical, and so 
on; or (ii) Latin words and expressions, used to denote or discuss these 
same medical matters, that are characteristic of a group, or groups, of Latin- 
speakerdwriters with specialist medical knowledge.69 We could say that (i) 
is the weak sense and (ii) the strong sense of the phrase ‘medical Latin’. 
(i) could amount to no more than isolated laymen’s words for generally- 
known parts of the body, diseases and types of therapy in the absence of 
Latin-speaking doctors, in a world, say, in which all medical specialists 
spoke and wrote only in Greek among themselves and in contact with 
Latin-speaking patients improvised each a different sort of Latin. (ii) does 
not require the assumption that there was a group of doctors who had 
Latin as their first language or that Latin was used extensively, or at all, 
within the medical profession, but it does require that doctors spoke to, 
or wrote for, educated laymen in a characteristic style of Latin, with its 
own linguistic stamp. 

How, then, do Brown and Fedeli mean us to understand ‘medical 
discourse’, ‘linguaggio medico’? Fedeli’s ‘linguaggio medico’ could per- 
fectly well have the weak sense, (i) above. I doubt, however, that this is 
the intended sense - if, that is, this question was considered at all - 
since ‘linguaggio medico’ enjoys apparently equal status, in the indices and 
discussion elsewhere in his commentaries on Propertius, with clear cases of 
special language in the strong sense (sense (ii) above), such as ‘linguaggio 
forense, giuridico, militare, politico, sacrale’. On the other hand, in Brown’s 
comments on the medical language in Lucretius’ metaphor, I think that 
there can be no doubt that sense (ii), ‘medical Latin’ in the strong sense, 
is intended. 

Now, I do not wish ultimately to disagree with Brown’s - or Fedeli’s - 
ascription of the poet’s figurative vocabulary to medical Latin in the strong 
sense. What I miss, particularly in Brown’s discussion, is any attempt to 
substantiate the implications of this strong claim, or rather any acknow- 
ledgement of the fact that it is a strong and controversial claim; this is SO 

at any period of Roman history - at least until the later Empire’O - and 

69 For this strong characterization of technical languages as autonomous varieties, see, in 
general, Sager et al. (1980 63-5) and, with reference to medical Latin, Mazzini (19916: 175 
and n. 1). 
’O Some would say even then, and even in a single area, Africa, where several medical texts 
were produced in the fourth and fifth centuries; see Adams (1995b: 648). 

Y 
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all the more so before the composition of the De rerum natura, in, we 

There is, to be sure, good reason to suppose that the Latin poets, like 
most of their educated contemporaries, were both interested in and well 
informed about Greek medical theory and pra~tice.’~ Lucretius’ inclusion 
of Hippocratic, alongside Thucydidean, material in his account of the 
plague at the end of the poem, is the clearest and longest textual instance 
of such contacts and interests in the republican period; it gives us, inciden- 
tally, our oldest Latin version of a piece of Hippocrates? Elsewhere, in 
Books 3 and 1, Lucretius appears to have been inspired by the Hippocratic 
DeF~tibUs.7~ There are probable echoes of, or allusions to, doctrines of 
Asclepiades and Themison in Lucretius and Virgil respectively; these have 
to be argued for rather more carefully and cautiou~ly.~~ Then there are the 
numerous references to medical concepts and language above all in Horace 
(Mazzini (1988: 69; 1991a)), and also in Ovid (F’inotti (1988: 15-24)). 
Horace, for one, will have been personally acquainted with the leading 
medical men of his day, including Augustus’ physician Antonius Musa, 
who is named at Ep. 1.15.3 and probably alluded to at Ep. 1.3.26 (frigida 
fomenta: see Mayer (1994: ad locc.). 

To all this we may add circumstantial indications that medicine gener- 
ally is rising in status as a profession in the last generation of the Republic: 
witness Cicero’s statement (De off 1.151) that medicine and architecture 
were suitable careers for free men, and Caesar’s inclusion of doctors in 
his offer of citizenship to those teachers of the liberal arts living in Rome 
(Suet. Zul. 42). Even if, therefore, the passages purporting to show the 
intellectual interests of the Augustan poets are purely literary imitations 
without bearing on the real world,7” there is sufficient evidence of interest 
in Greek medicine for us to regard Varro’s inclusion of medicine in his 
Disciplinae in the 30s BC as following the mood of the times, with its broad 
intellectual interests, rather than as trend setting. 

But it remains doubtful whether the substance of the last two para- 
graphs amounts to evidence for the existence of medical Latin in the 

suppoSe, the 50s BC. 

71 For more generous illustration and bibliography, see Mazzini (1988: 46-9). 
72 Compare: Lucr. 6.1193-5 ‘compressae nares, nasi (6;s) primoris acumen I tenue, cauati 
oculi, caua tempora, frigida pellis ( S i p p a )  duraque’ with: Hp. Prog. 2 [= 2.114LI 6;s d&a, 

dqn9ahpoi K O ~ A O L ,  Kpdrarpo i  [ U ~ ~ ~ ~ V T C O K ~ T E S ,  . . . K a i  r b  S i p p a  T A  m p i  T A  p h u ~ o v  o ~ h ~ p 6 v  T E  K a i -  

m p r 7 r s a p i ’ v o v  K a ;  K a p r p d i o v  idv (cf. Coac. 2.209 [= 5.63OL1); and also with Cels 2.6.1 ‘nares 
acutae, conlapsa tempora, oculi concaui, . . . cutis circa frontem dura et intenta’. 
73 See Phillips (1984), with references to earlier literature. 
74!See Pigeaud (1980) and (1982), and the excellent summary in Pigeaud (1988). I owe the 
last reference to Dr S. J. Harrison. 
75 I mean above all: Virg. G. 2.477-81 (praise of Lucretius), A. 1.742-6 (the song of Iopas; 
cf. A.R. 1.496&), Prop. 3.5.2346, Hor. Ep. 1.12.14-18 and Ov. Met. 15.66-71. 
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strong sense in the first half of the first century BC. Notwithstanding 
the extant medical sections of Varro, De re  rustic^,^^ and reliable testi- 
monies to a De medicinu by Varro and pharmacological works in Latin by 
Pompeius Lenaeus, C. Valgius Rufus and Aemilius Macer (Plin. Nut. 
25.4-5; Ov. Tr. 4.10.434) - even with allowance made for exaggeration 
in the Elder Pliny’s famous remark on the language of medicine in his 

the easier assumption has been, and remains, that any distinctive 
medical idiom in first-century Rome was a form of 

As things stand, then, the existence of Brown’s Latin medical discourse 
in the age of Lucretius looks on general grounds decidedly doubtful. 
Perhaps its strongest available support so far is the aesthetic point (related 
to the general hypothesis developed above about the use of uocubula 
propria in metaphor) that Lucretius’ image is so much more effective if 
its peculiar language puts his hearers in mind of the way that medical 
men of their acquaintance speak and/or write. Failing this, we must read 
Lucretius’ metaphor as no more than medical Latin in the weak sense, 
and the striking accumulation of -sco verbs79 (four in two lines) as having 
some other (less pointed?) effect, such as reminiscence (or parody?) of 
epic or tragedy. 

(10) Medical vocabulary in Lucretius 

Brown’s belief in Latin medical discourse rests by implication on the lexical 
agreements between Lucretius, in the metaphor of love and elsewhere, and 
medical prose, above all Celsus. His commentary brings out very well ,the 
status as ordinary medical expressions of many of the words of 4.1068-71: 
ulcus, inueteruscit, in dies, furor, gruuescit (but add Cels. 6.6.29!), uulnera, 
recentiu curure, as well as the -sco verbs of 1068-9. In these lines more 
might be made certainly of plague ‘surgical incisions’ (41x in Celsus, e.g. 
3.21.12,4.7.3,7.2.6); probably of conturbure (in medical contexts at e.g. Cic. 
Tusc. 3.15, 4.30; Larg. 19, 20; Sen. Dial. 12.5.3); possibly of gliscit, which 
occurs in a medical expression in Plautus (Cup. 558 gliscit rubies) and 

76 Varro distinguishes (R. 2.1.21) two sorts of veterinary and human medicine: ‘scientiae 
genera duo, ut in homine, unum ad quae adhibendi medici, alterum quae ipse etiam pastor 
diligens mederi possit’. This view is in contrast with that of Cato, whose medical recipes 
were to be administered by the puter fumilias. For this reason I exclude Cat0 at this point; 
but see the end of (10) below on the phraseology of medical recipes, which appears to have 
remained constant from the time of Plautus until late antiquity. 

Plin. Nat. 29.17; note especially: ‘immo uero auctoritas aliter quam Graece eam tractantibus 
etiam apud inperitos expertesque linguae non est, ac minus credunt quae ad salutem sum 
pertinent, si intellegunt’. 
78 See e.g. Rawson (1985: 178, 182); AndrC (1987: 29-30). 
7y On which see (11) (i) below. 
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which Lucretius uses in another medical metaphor (3.480 clamor, singultus, 
iurgia gliscunt, the ‘symptoms’ of drunkenness; cf 1.474). In general, 
however, Lucretius’ medical vocabulary, sensu proprio or metaphorical, 
coincides with that of medical prose (particularly but not only Celsus) in 
many passages in the poem, notably in the description of the Athenian 
plague with which the poem ends (6.1138-286) - but there are many 
other places, too.@-’ Here are some examples of Lucretius’ medical words 
and phrases. 

ardor ‘high temperature of the human body’ (3.477, 4.1098): cf. Cic. 
FPL 34.33, Cels., Larg., Plin. Nut. and later medical writers saepe, Sen.(?) 
Her. 0. 1278. The phrase nimius ardor occurs at Lucr. 6.1163 and Cels. 
1.8.3, 3.7.2D, 4.12.4, 5.28.1133 (TLL 11. 490.60 ff.). 

decedere ‘to remit’, of a fever (2.34): cf. Cic. Aft .  7.2.2, Nep. Att. 22.3, 
Hor. Ep. 2.2.152 (metaph.), Cels. 3.3.4, 3.4.17, 3.5.10, al. (TLL V. 1.122.43 

capitis dolor ‘headache’ (6.784, 1202): cf. Lucil. 1277M, Hor. S. 2.3.29, 
Ov. Am. 1.8.73, al., Cels. saepe, and later medical writers (TLL V. 1.1839.56 

feruor ‘a feverish heat within the body’ (6.656, 1145): cf Var. Men. 33, 
Hor. S. 2.1.25 (metaph.), Cels. 2.7.28, 3.3.4, 3.6.7, 4.13.6, Larg. 158, Col. 
6.12.1, Sen. Dial. 2.9.1, Plin. Nut. 15.19, al. and later medical writers (TLL 

hale habere ‘to cause physical distress to’ (3.826 metaph.): cf. Pac. trag. 
277 (of old age), Ter. An. 436, Cels. 1.5.1. 2.1.14, 18, al. (21x of a disease 
distressing the patient or a body part), Apul. FI. 23 (used by a doctor), 
etc. (TLL VI. 3.2440.31 f€). 

laborare ‘to be ill’ (1.849,2.970,3.176,507,733): cf. Var. R. 2.1.21, Vitr. 
1.4.12, Cic. Att. 5.8.1, 7.2.2, Cels. pr. 56, 67, 1.8.1, 2.8.16, al. (TLL VII. 
2.806.53 ff.). 

lethargus (XTOapyds) ‘lethargy’ (3.465, 829): cf. Hor. S. 2.3.145 (in a 
medical context); Cels. 2.1.21,3.18.14,15,3.20.1, Plin. Nut. 32.116, al. (TLL 
VII. 2.1187.17 ff.). Lucretius and Celsus agree in avoiding the old Latin 
term uetemus, although the doctor uses it at P1. Men. 891 and Horace of 
himself at Ep. 1.8.10 (cf. Cato, orat. 81 Sblendorio Cugusi (simile), Ter. 
Eun. 688, Catul. 17.24, Virg. G. 1.124 and Probus ad loc.: uetemum grauem 
somnum uolunt intellegi . . . quem medici lethargum uocant). ueternus ciui- 
tatem occupans is a well-attested medical image of the body politic (Cael. 
Fam. 8.6.4, Cic. Fam. 2.13.3, Sen. Ep. 82.19, 88.19, al.); perhaps uetemus 

ff.). 

ff.). 

VI. 1.601.1 ff.). 

x‘ Mazzini (1988: 54-5) lists, with references to the poem, the numerous items of medical 
theory and practice of which Lucretius shows knowledge, though it is not Mazzini’s purpose 
to comment on the vocabulary used. 
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- lethargus is another isogloss dividing lay from specialist usage (cE (8) 
above): this would give a good account of Horace’s use of lethargus in the 
medical context at S. 2.3.145, but ueternus at Ep. 1.8.10, where the point 
of view is very much that of the patient or of his friends. 

partes extremae (corporis) ‘the extremities’ (6.947): cf. Cels. 2.4.4,2.7.12, 
4.21.1, al. ( T L L  V. 2.2000.25 ff.). 

partes genitales ‘the genitals’ (4.1044,6.1206): cf. Val. Max. 7.7.6, al. Col. 
6.26.2. (cf. 6.36.2 genitalia loca), Cels. 4.1.11 (genitale neut. sg. noun), Garg. 
Mart. med. 5, etc. (Cf. T L L  VI. 2.1814.1 ff. and Adams (1982~: 5 7 4 . )  

profluuium sanguinis ‘a flux of blood, haemorrhage’ (6.1205): cf. Cels. 
2.7.2, 28, 4.11.4, 5.22.6, al., Col. 6.26.3. , 

sacer ignis one or more forms of erysipelas (6.660, 1167): CE Virg. G. 
3.566; Cels. 5.22.7, 5.24.4, 5.28.4ACD; Plin. Nut. 26.121, al. 

signa mortis ‘indications of impending death’ (6.1182): cf. Cels. 2.6.6, 
9, 14. 

singultus ‘hiccough’ (3.480): cf. Cels. 2.7.17, al., Larg. 191, Plin. Nut. 
20.87, etc. The phrase singultus frequens is found at Cels. 2.7.17,3.24.2 and 
Lucr. 6.1160. In the latter it denotes the convulsive catching of the breath 
of the dying, a use closer to the other meaning of the word, ‘sobbing’ (Cic. 
Planc. 76, Catul. 64.131, Hor. C. 3.27.74, etc.). When was this word first 
used for the humble hiccough? In Greek, ALL& shows a similar pattern of 
use: ‘sob’ in verse, ‘hiccough’ in (medical) prose. 

temptare ‘to attack’, of disease or similar (3.147,5.346,6.1104): cf. Hor. 
Carm. 1.16.23 (in a medical image), Cels. (6x, 2.8.10,3.21.4, al.), Larg. (7x, 

uenus ‘sexual intercourse’, in humans or animals (4.1235, 1276, al.): cf. 
Virg. G. 4.199, Livy (4x: 4x concubitus), Cels. (14x: 2x concubitus: 2x 
coitus), Sen. (2x in prose: 9x concubituskoncumbo; 17x in verse:81 2x 
concubitus), Col. (llx, 6.24.2, etc.), Plin. Nat. (c.  OX, 20.146, etc.), Tac. 
Ger. 20.4*, Cael. Aur. (see Emout (1956)). Cicero does not use uenustfor 
‘sex’ but rather, on the rare occasions when he has to, concubitus (Rep. 
4.4, N D .  1.42) and concumbo (Fat. 30, Znv. 1.44,73,74,75). Adams (1982a: 
189) characterizes uenus as ‘one of the standard neutral nouns of the 
educated language for sexual intercourse’ and gives the following summary 
of its distribution: ‘uenus is common from Lucr. onwards, in writers who 
deal with sexual activity in a technical and neutral tone’. One might add 
that it is common also in the poets8* and raise the question whether both 

89, 101, 161, al.). \ 

*l Although here the word generally means sexual love, sexual desire. 
82 The other examples in the OLD S.V. 4. are poetic, save Apul. Met. 1.9, 5.10, which are 
doubtful, and Ulp. Dig. 48.5.24 (mid-second century), which is different in that it uses the 
phrase res ueneris. 
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poetic and technical uses derive from a Lucretian innovation; whether 
they reflect a different innovator and, if so, whether technical or poetic; 
or whether they reflect independent innovations. 

ueratrum ‘hellebore’ (4.640-1): cf. Cato, Agr. 114,1,115,1,2, Cels. 2.6.7, 
et saepe, Larg. 10, 99; Col. 6.32.2, 6.38.3 (where the word is ascribed to 
rmrici), 7.13.2. Lucretius, Celsus and Scribonius agree in avoiding elkborn, 
although this Greek loan-word is common, especially in medical contexts, 
real and metaphorical, from Plautus on (e.g. P1. Men. 913, Cat0 Agr. 157.12, 
Catul. 99.14, Virg. G. 3.451 (plur.), Hor. S. 2.3.82, Col. 10.17 (plur., imitating 
Virgil), Mart. 9.94.6). 

This set of sixteen words and phrases gives some illustration of what 
we may regard as standard Latin medical expressions which occur already 
in Lucretius. They may be used to support a case for the existence of Latin 
medical discourse contemporary with Lucretius which the poet’s audience 
would have ‘heard’ in the intense language of his medical metaphor. This 
is based on the assumption, no more (but see below), that these agreements 
between Lucretius and medical prose depend on a common source, that 
is at least one well-known Latin medical work (or course of lectures?83) 
that was composed before Lucretius wrote his poem and that influenced 
the vocabulary of medical discourse to the first century AD and beyond. 
A second possible interpretation of these lexical agreements is that there 
is a relation of dependence of Latin medical prose on the language of 
Lucretius, that a post-Lucretian composer of the first literary Latin medical 
text, as distinct from recipes - Varro, say, or Pompeius Lenaeus or C. 
Valgius Rufus - was influenced by Lucretius’ choice and creation of high- 
sounding (Ennian) vocabulary for treating a new scientific subject in Latin 
(c€ Gigon (1978: 171)), and so borrowed from Lucretius in order to 
give a particular colour and status to his new medical prose. An obvious 
consequence of this is that these agreements are no evidence for pre- 
Lucretian medical Latin in the strong sense; any medical variety to which 
they were proper was post-Lucretian and could not have been imitated in 
the metaphor at 4.1068ff. The third available view of this first set of lexical 
agreements is the easiest of alk they are quite insignificant; they are 
all ordinary words from the language of everyday; agreements between 
Lucretius and Celsus which look like departures from normal usage (e.g. 
lefhargus, uenus, ueratrum) are accidental results of our fragmentary record 
of republican Latin. 

*’ Professor Adams raises the interesting question whether Latin medical expressions and 
terminology could have been disseminated in a consistent form in lectures forming part of 
an encyclios disciplina. Vitruvius (1.1.12-18, 6.pr.4) had an education of this sort, certainly 
including some medical theory, which surfaces frequently in his treatise. 
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As circumstantial evidence in favour of Brown’s (implied) view of a 
common source of the above agreements between Lucretius and 
(especially) Celsus may be cited some typically telling observations in 
J. N. Adams’s latest book (19956) on Latin veterinary terminology. Adams 
writes (19956: 642): ‘The language of doctors could be parodied as early 
as the time of Plautus.’ The parodies which he discusses (pp. 608,637,638) 
are three: (a) several features of the following line[s]: 

PI. Mer. 139[40] CH. resinam ex melle Aegyptiam uorato, saluom 
feceris. 
AC. at edepol tu calidam picem bibito, aegritudo 
apscesserit. 

I add line 140 because this is really a double parody, Charinus mimicking 
contemporary medical phraseology, Acanthi0 parodying Charinus. Adams 
draws attention to the medical use of ex ‘dipped in’, the (medical) -to 
imperative, the prediction, in a future tense, of successful cure after the 
prescription; (b) the use by the doctor of aliquis in conjunction with a 
numeral at: 

P1. Men. 950 elleborum potabis faxo aliquos uiginti dies;% 

(c) the emphatic $guru etymologica in the same medical context: 

P1. Men. [895-] 897 SENEX magna cum cum ego illum curari uolo. 
MEDICUS quin suspirabo plus sescenta in dies: 
ita ego eum cum cura magna curabo tibi.85 

It may be objected that neither (b) nor (c) is strictly medical, as (b) 
appears to be a general colloquial use of aliquis (Hofmann and Szantyr 
(1965: 211)), and since (c) is found in a variety of special and technical 
contexts, from Lex XZZ 12.2 noxiamue noxit and Enn. Ann. 77V curantes 
magna cum cura on (see Hofmann and Szantyr (1965: 1245,791); Jocelyn 
(1969~: 173) and cf. Haffter (1934: 1043) and below, n. 103). But, even 
setting these for the sake of argument aside, we still have in (a) an 
undeniable instance of the phraseology of medical recipes which will recur 
constantly in medical and veterinary treatises and which requires the 
assumption of a tradition of (at least) medical recipe literatures6 dating 

For parallels see Adams (19956: 637 and n. 602); he compares in particular Cato, Agr. 
156.1 and Pelag. 146.1. 
85 For parallels see Adams (19956: 504 and n. 170). 
86 Adams (19956: 639) prefers this ‘medical’ phraseology to be characteristic of writren 
treatises rather than of the speech of practising medici (or ueterinarii). This implies that these 
Plautine parodies of doctors (like other humour in Plautus) suppose a literate audience. It 
is relevant to the last point that Varro and his interlocutors in the Res rusticae expect both 
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from the age of Plautus or earlier. This tradition is, of course, well attested 
already in parts of Cato, De agriculturu (above, n. 76); Adams adduces 
several other parallels of construction and phraseology between Cat0 and 
Pelagonius (summarized at 19956: 636-8), which ‘underline the conserva- 
tism of the didactic (particularly recipe-) style over many centuries’ (19956: 
637). Is this, then, another side of the medical discourse which Lucretius 
mimics? It is tempting to answer, ‘Yes’. Admittedly, Celsus happens to 
exhibit rather few of the features of the recipe style characterized by 
Adams,” nor are any of them, to my knowledge, to be found in Lucretius. 
But, given so little material on which to base a reconstruction of any 
medical Latin in the strong sense, should we not be content with hard 
evidence for one type of Latin medical discourse older than Lucretius? In 
reality, both general considerations and surviving material in both Greek 
and Latin make it not merely plausible but overwhelmingly likely that 
there would have been from the beginning several quite different types 
of medical texts and utterances, the style varying with the content, the 
background of the author and the intended audience or readership.XX Given 
this, as well as the theme of our Symposium, and the title of my chapter, 
I venture an exploratory coda. 

(11) Further lexical colour in medical prose? 

Studies of Latin technical prose have repeatedly drawn attention to two 
contrasting stylistic tendencies: conservatism and colloquialism (see De 
Meo (1983: passim), on individual technical languages). Both emerge in 
Adams’s account of the language of Pelagonius and of medical recipe 
phraseology; both are characteristic of C e l s u ~ . ~ ~  A third lexical colour - 
poeticism - has been observed by some in technical prose, both ancient 

rnagktri pecorzk and humble pastores to be literate and to carry with them written records 
(commenfarii) of the symptoms and treatment of animals’ diseases. See Adams (19956: 72-8). 
How formal and how consistent was the Latin of these commentarii? 
87 I know of no examples in Celsus of the use of aliquis + numeral, of the jigura efymologica 
or of the future-tense prediction of successful cure mentioned above; in particular, Celsus 
avoids religiously the -to imperative. 
88 On this stylistic variety, see Adams (19956: 6424,653-5,662-8). In veterinary terminology, 
in particular, Adams, summarizing (19956: 668), distinguishes (i) terms of pastores or rustici, 
(ii) terms of specialist ueferinarii, (iii) ‘terms with a “learned” flavour introduced to veterinary 
discourse by educated laymen with stylistic pretensions, (iv) inactive (non-current) terms 
crudely transferred or calqued from Greek’. Much the same variety will have existed in the 
sphere of human medicine. 
’’ Conservatism: in vocabulary, see n. 97 below on atra bilis and aqua inter cufem; in syntax, 
note Celsus’ use of gerund + accusative object at 1.3.8 and 7.26.5C see Lofstedt (1990: a), 
Hofmann and Szantyr (1965: 372-3) and J. H. W. Penney in this volume, pp. 259-60. On the 
question of colloquialism in Celsus, see most recently Onnerfors (1993: 243ff.). 
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and modern: L. Guilbert (1965: 70) and J. Dubois (1966: 104) have seen 
it in the modern French language of aviation; L. Callebat (1982: 704-7) 
has noted splashes of it in Vitruvius. I am not aware of any modern 
attribution of poetic colouring to Latin medical prose but I have been 
struck by a number of lexical agreements between Celsus and high poetry, 
including but in some instances possibly going beyond Lucretius. The very 
idea of such agreements brings with it a sense of dkju vu, and some 
foreboding: F. Marx thought to see lexical agreements between Celsus and 
Ovid sufficient to postulate influence of the poet upon the encyclopaedist 
(1915: xvi, xcvii, cviii, Index S.V. Ouidii imitatio), an idea which was to be 
thrown out rudely - if rightly - by Onnerfors (1993: 238-9) in a recent 
volume of ANRW. The agreements that I am about to illustrate are dif- 
ferent in kind and will, I hope, merit further attention. 

(i) Word formation 

I have tried to show elsewhere (Langslow (1991: 118-2OW)) that already 
in Celsus’ medical terminology certain suffixes stand out by their fre- 
quency in the text and by clustering in well-defined lexical or semantic 
fields; I say ‘already’ because this is a feature of modern scientific language; 
(see, for example, Sager et al. (1980: 25764) and Fluck (1980: 84-5).) 
Several of these formations seem to have been favoured also by Lucretius 
and more generally by old high Latin poetry, in particular, nouns in -(it)iEs, 
-iei (fern.), -or, -Oris (masc.), -zu, -m (masc.) and ‘inchoative’ verbs in 
+CO, -seere. 

I begin with the last, the -sed verbs supposedly characteristic of pre- 
Lucretian Latin medical discourse. This productive formation (see Mignot 
(1969: 145-228)) is common in Celsus; he uses more than forty different 
verbs with this suffix, a good number of which are found earlier in high 
poetry, such as albescere, grauescere, inueterascere, mollescere, nigrescere, 
ommutescere, spissescere. This type is especially favoured by Lucretius (106 
verbs, according to Swanson (1962: 38-9, 130-3)) and is frequent also in 
early epic and tragedy; with reference to the last Jocelyn (1969a: ’ 198) 
remarks that these verbs ‘probably had a poetic tone. Such forms are 
comparatively rare in the fragments of Ennius’ tragedies but pullulate in 
those of his Annales and the rest of republican tragedy.’ 

Jocelyn (1969a: 199) has a similar comment on masculine abstract 
nouns in -us, -m: these ‘were much affected by more elevated genres of 
archaic poetry; Ploen [1882] counted 63 in 1,940 verses of tragedy, and 

9o See now on this aspect of veterinary and medical Latin Adams (199%: 51968, esp. 519-20, 
566-8, cE 653), who states some doubts and reservations. 
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only 125 in 30,000 lines of comedy’. This is one of the formations singled 
out by Bailey (1947: 135) in his Prolegomena on the style of Lucretius; 
swanson (1962: 8) lists 121 such forms used by Lucretius, including a 
dozen hapax (e.g. 4.1242 adhuesus). The preference of high poetry for 
-U, -as over -io, -ionis (fern.) is due largely to metrical considerations; and 
yet -us is generally held to have been of higher style than -io (Hofmann 
and Szantyr (1965: 743)). Celsus attests more medical words in -io than in 
-US ,(58 37) and yet the proportion of the latter is, I suggest, strikingly high 
for a prose work on a technical subject, higher, I think, than that to be 
found in Vitruvius or in Cicero’s philosophical terminology (though this 
is, I confess, an impression only, based on the examples and discussion in 
Lebreton (1901), Poncelet (1957), Callebat (1974)). They are used 
especially to name natural bodily functions (e.g. spiritus ‘breathing’, pulsus 
‘the pulse’, conceptus ‘conception’, usus ‘a bodily function’) including the 
five senses (sensus: uisus, auditus, tactus, gustus, odoratus). Celsus has a 
small group of concrete nouns in -cessus (abscessus ‘abscess’, excessus 
‘protuberance’, processus ‘process’, recessus ‘recess’), of which only the 
last is attested in the given concrete sense before Celsus, recessus having 
been used, perhaps significantly, chiefly by poets (e.g. Virg. A. 8.193 of a 
cave, cf Ov. Met. 11.592 et saepe). 

Several studies of masculine nouns in -or, -oris have served in comp- 
lementary fashion to indicate their semantic homogeneity. Instances of the 
type down to the time of Cicero have been most recently characterized 
by Untermann (1977: 334-5) as ‘Empfindungen, die als temporare Eigen- 
schaften eines Menschen (iibertragen auch jedes anderen belebten oder 
unbelebten Individuums) auftreten und durch Sinnesorgane wahrge- 
n o m e n  werden’. Such a formation lent itself ideally to the service of 
medical writers in describing the look, the feel, the temperature, and other 
symptoms of a patient’s condition. In the medical vocabulary of Celsus I 
have counted 28 examples of this formation which name signs and symp- 
toms of disease; these include very common words, such as dolor, rubor, 
tremor, etc. and some much rarer, e.g. liuor, marcor, pallor, sopor ‘le 
synonyme poCtique de somnus’ (Ernout 1957a: 49 ,  stridor (see (11) (iii) 
below), etc.9l After Cicero it is principally in medical writers that new 
forms are found. As to the stylistic register of the formation, in a note on 
Ennius’ tragedies, Jocelyn (1969~: 195) comments ‘abstract formations in 
-or tended generally to have a lofty tone; Ploen [1882] counted 26 in 1,940 
verses of tragedy and only 35 in 30,000 of comedy’. The formation is 
favoured by high poetry, tragedy and epic (Emout 1957a: 53), especially 

91 The forms fluor ‘a flux’ and marcor ‘apathy, languor’ appear first in Celsus; he is the first 
to use rubor, sopor and tepor of the human body and disease. 
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by Lucretius, who attests 48 such nouns (Swanson (1962: 53-4)), nearly 
half of those known, including rare forms such as amaror, leuor, stringor, 
and aegror, angor, luror, pallores (plur.), the last four in medical contexts. 

The use of formations in -itif?s, finally, is striking even before the end 
of the Republic, above all in prose, because by then the productive suffix 
was very definitely -itia and even in old Latin new first-declension forms 
were competing with and replacing old -@)if?-stems (Hofmann and Szantyr 
(1965: 744 (g)); Leumann (1977: 285, 296)). Celsus attests the following 
pathological terms in his medical vocabulary: caries, macies, materies, pem- 
icies, sanies, scabies; and durities, mollities, nigrities; the type may remain 
marginally productive in medical terminology, cantabries and uermicies, 
for example, appearing late. Forms in -ies are absent from Plautus, Terence 
and Cat0 (Swanson (1962: 53)); those in -ities are hardly to be found in 
classical prose but are commoner in poetry, especially in Virgil, metrical 
considerations again playing a part in hexameter poets. Lucretius attests 
some striking examples, including amicities, durities, notities (for Epicurean 
+A&Ls), and spurcities ‘dirt, impurity’ (6.977). 

(ii) Accumulation of rhyming derivatives 

As I noted, the suffixes mentioned in the last paragraph are characteristic 
not only of Celsus and Lucretius but also of high Latin poetry more 
generally. A nice indication of this is the accumulation in parodies of epic 
and tragedy of rhyming derivatives in just these suffixes.92 The repeated 
suffix was clearly seen as typical of the target of the parody, as for 
example in: 

Lucil. 599-601M hic cruciatur fame 
frigore, inluuie, inbalnitie, inperfunditie, 
in~uria,9~ 
algor, error, pauor me omnia tenent, 
ego qui tuo maerore maceror 
macesco, consenesco et tabesco miser.% 

or PI. Rud. 215 
or PI. Capt. 1334 

92 An analogous phenomenon in Greek literature is Aristophanes’ use of the suff ix  4 s  to 
parody the ‘new learning’: see Peppler (1910). 
93 Parodying Pac. trag. 9 (Antiopa), according to Char. GLK 1.101.2Of. 
94 Note in this connection Jocelyn’s words (1969~: 198): ‘Ploen [1882] counted 85 inchoative 
formations in comedy but it would be wrong to think that many came from ordinary Roman 
speech. 64 of them occur only in Plautus’ plays and many of these nowhere else in Latin. 
Very often a paratragic tone is plainly detectable in the context of utterance.’ Lucretius’ 
‘uiuescit . . . inueterascit . . . gliscit . . . grauescit’ (4.106&9) is surely itself a parody of some 
sort: is it of tragic / epic diction, or of medical discourse? 
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Accumulation, though less concentrated, of rhyming derivatives is found 
also in serious poetry. Note, for example: 

Enn. scen. 151-3V caelum nitescere, arbores frondescere, 
uites laetificae pampinis pubescere, 
rami bacarum ubertate incuruescere, 
sed nescioquidnam est, animus mi horrescit, et 
gliscit gaudium. 
increscunt animi, uirescit uolnere uirtus 

maerore, errore, macore senet, 
persuasit maeror, anxitudo, error, dolor, 
dun magno sed amore dolores 

Pac. trag. 294 

Fur. Ant. FPL 3 
Pac. trag. 274-5 

Acc. trag. 349 
Virg. A. 5.5 

corpusque meum tali 

and, with another formation: 

EM. scen. 97-9V haec omnia uidi inflammari, 
Priamo ui uitam euitari, 
Iouis aram sanguine turpari; 

Ernout (1957~: 53) pointed to Virgil's frequent use of -or derivatives in a 
strongly archaizing passage in the Aeneid (7.458-66).9s 

In Celsus, too, it is not only in the number of such derivatives in a list 
of his vocabulary that he shows his predilection for these formations; he 
shows also a fondness for accumulating rhyming formations in twos or 
threes. Notice, for example: 

Cels. pr. 24 [vivisection shows of the internal body parts] duritiem, molli- 
tiem, leuorem, contactum, processus deinde singulorum et 
recessus. 

and the famous summary of the symptoms of inflammation: 

Cels. 3.10.3 notae uero inflammationis sunt quattuor: rubor et tumor cum 
calore et dolore. 

Sometimes a sentence will be marked not by a rhyming pair but by the 
close association of two or more of these suffixes, as for instance: 

Cels. 3.24.2 totum corpus cum pallore quodam inalbescit 
Cels. 4.7.1 lingua faucesque cum rubore intumescunt 

9s 'Ibe similar, though quite separate, phenomenon of homeoteleuton, in Shackleton Bailey's 
(1994) sense of the term, is also sigdicantly more common in pre-neoteric Latin verse. Its 
high incidence in the Aeneid (four times as high as in Ecl. and C.) may reflect, according to 
Shackleton Bailey (1994 lOO), Virgil's desire, even if unconscious, to imitate Ennius and 
eschew neoteric practice in his epic. 
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Cels. 6.6.29 [oculi] cum dolore quodam grauescunt et noctu praegraui 
pituita inhaerescunt.” 

(iii) Vocabulary 

Finally, I mention briefly below a few examples of other items of Celsus’ 
vocabulary, medical and non-medical - apart from the suf6xal formations 
touched on above - which may possibly have had a poetic ring to them. 

It was noted in (8) above that aegrotus, although common in prose and 
the less exalted forms of poetry, and though apparently the ordinary 
doctor’s word for ‘(one who is) ill’ in Plautus and Cicero, is avoided by 
epic poetry, including Lucretius, and by Celsus and Scribonius Largus. 

The colour term ater ‘black’ - ‘terme spkciliquement Cpique’, according 
to AndrC (1949: 387) (cf. p. 196 above) - is preserved in medical prose not 
only in the old phrasal term atru but also in descriptive phrases such 
as sanguini ufro similis (Cels. 2.8.43; cf. 3.25.1,5.26.20E). ater used of blood 
occurs most famously at Enn. scen. 363V tabo, sanie et sanguine atro, a line 
that appears to have been imitated in later epic poetry.98 I acknowledge, 
however, that ater may not in itself have been poetic, but rather ‘affective’, 
denoting black in a sinister or unpleasant sense, evoking ‘ce que la couleur 
noire peut avoir d’impressionnant, de triste, de lugubre’ (Marouzeau 1962: 
166; cf. 1949b: 67 f.), so that it could have been used naturally and quite 
independently in epic poetry and medical prose.99 

efsundere is common in Celsus in the sense ‘to let out (a liquid)’ (25 
times). Once, rather strikingly, it is used to mean ‘to let (a body part) fall 
back’ (7.7.4A ut in gremium eius [medici] caput resupinus efsundat [aeger]). 
This use appears to be unparalleled in prose, although it is quite common 
in poetry, beginning with Lucretius (3.113; cf. TLL V.2.221.51 ff.). 

Likewise, the intransitive use of repetere (= redire), which is found 
several times in Celsus (2.1.6, 2.8.23, 3.22.3, al.) and Scribonius (56, 122) 
(cf. Onnerfors (1963: 164 n. 33)), can be paralleled only in poetry (Culex 
105, Virg. A. 7.241). 

% With this pattern compare the humorous (pseudo-medical?) line in Cael. Fum. 8.6.4 ‘si 
Parthi uos nihil calfaciunt, nos hic frigore frigescimus’; cf. Haffter (1934 33). 
97 Celsus’ term for pehayxohia, utru bilis is already in P1. Am. 727, Cato, Agr. 157,7d It and 
aqua inter cutem ‘dropsy’ are nice instances of Celsus’ lexical archaism. In the latter note 
the ‘undoing’ by Celsus of the compound adjective intercus, made to acc. intercutem, gen. 
intercutis, etc. arising by hypostasis. The age of this formation may be reflected in its use of 
the preposition inter ‘under’ (?), parallels with which are not easy to fmd; Leumann (1977: 
403) explains it as from inter cutem et curnem, but quotes no supporting examples. 
98 Note e.g. Viig. A. 8.487. For uter sunguis of the dead, c€ Virg. A. 3.28, 33, 622, G. 3.221, 
507. 
99 I owe this observation to Professor Adams. 
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mortifer(us) ‘deadly, fatal’ is common in poetry, including elegy, from 
Ehius  on; in poetry it is used to qualify a wide range of nouns. In prose 
it is less common1O0 and its distribution and uses are striking. Nearly all 
prose occurrences are of wounds, diseases and their symptoms, injuries 
and poison, including snakebite: they are, in a word, medical. These con- 
texts account for all occurrences in Cicero (lOx), Hirtius (lx), Nepos (lx), 
Livy (4x), Valerius Maximus (2x), Ammianus Marcellinus (2x), as well as 
those in technical prose, where the word is most common (more than ten 
times in Celsus and the eIder Pliny; three times in Columella, twice in 
Vitruvius and once in Scribonius Largus). It may be that its restricted use 
inprose reflects an archaic,evenpoetic, medicalusage (TLLVIII. 1517.72ff.). 

praesens’O’ ‘effective’ (of a remedy; with comparative and superlative), 
later ‘immediate, swift in effect’ (of trauma or remedy), is found first in 
Virgil’s Georgics (2.127, 3.452) and is then common in technical prose 
(including Celsus, Columella and Pliny and later medical and veterinary 
writers). Semantically, it seems to be a step away from the use of the word 
with dew,  numina and the like to mean ‘present so as to bring aid’ (cf. 
Ter. Ph. 345, Virg. G. 1.10 uos, agrestum praesentia numina, Fauni, A. 9.404 
tdridea tu praesens nostro succurre labori, even Larg. epist. dedic. 1 
[qfiosdam] medicament0 . . . dato, protinus uelut praesenti numine omni 
dolore . . . liberasse aegrum, etc. and TLL X .  2.843.64 ff.). Pascucci (1961: 
47) implies that Virgil invented the medical use and bequeathed it to later 
technical writers. But Virgil seems to allude to the medical use in Juno’s 
spieech to Iuturna: 

Virg. A. 12.152 tu pro germano si quid praesentius audeslM 

arid, if this is right, it is more likely that the medical use of this ‘religious 
word’ (Nisbet-Hubbard 1970: ad Hor. C. 1.35.2) was already established. 
Of course, religious is not at all the same as poetic and, notwithstanding 
the allusion in Virgil, praesens may be an instance of an entirely different 
lexical source of medical Latin.’03 

‘stridor, which Celsus uses of the grinding of teeth (2.7.25 insolitus 
dentium stridor; cf. 2.6.5), is said to be a poetic word (Fedeli 1985: ad Prop. 
3.7.4749, and certainly the vast majority of its occurrences are in poetry 

lM As are compounds in -fer generally: see h e n s  (1950 esp. 243) and Bader (1962 107-11). 
‘“‘‘See Pascucci (1961) and TLL X.2.843.64ff., 844.51ff. and 849.42fE 
lo2 Notice another medical image in this speech at line 158, in the words conceptumque excute 
foedus (excutere ‘to cause a miscarriage’ Ov. Ep. 11.42, Fast. 1.624, Cels. 2.7.16, Lug. epist. 
dedic. 5). 
‘03 Emphatic figurae etymologicae like cura curare (above, p. 214) may also according to 
Haffter (1934 3311.) originate in ‘feierliche Sakral- oder Gesetzessprache’; Haffter sees them, 
however, as proper mainly to ‘hohe Dichterdiktion’ (1934 33 n. 43). 
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(Accius, Virgil, Tibullus, Ovid), though it is not unknown in prose (Cic. 
Agr. 2.70 of the tribune Rullus, Twc. 5.116 of a saw, Vitr. 2.4.1 of a typq 
of earth). lo4 

(U) Possible accounts and conclusion 

In principle, any linguistic feature shared by poetry and prose can arise in 
one of three ways: (a) by common inheritance from a single source, such 
as the ordinary language of everyday, or (b) through borrowing by onle 
linguistic variety of features proper to the other, that is either (i) by poetry 
from prose or (ii) by prose from poetry. ’This set of possible accounts faces 
the Hellenist pondering agreements in vocabulary between Homer and 
Hippocrates or Hippocrates and tragedy; it faces us now if we are minded 
to consider the features shared by Celsus and high poetry set out in (U). 
Let us take the options one by one. 

On the first view - (a) common inheritance from a single source - 
we shall regard the above agreements as coincidental and insignificant; we 
shall deny any relation of dependence between Ce l s~s* ’~~  and Latin epic. 
We shall say that -sco verbs, for example, are indeed common in epic and 
medical prose but as a result of independent exploitations of an inherited 
formation present in ordinary Latin in the pre-literary period. 

Clearly this is the easiest position to take. It is of course akin in its 
motivating scepticism to the view taken on the Greek side that, say, 
Hippocrates and Euripides are simply using common (Ionic) words which 
happen to be otherwise unknown to us, so that certain lexical agreements 
are no indication of a relation of dependence, nor of any significance for 
Greek lexicography or literary history. On the Latin side, this accoynt 
need not be quite so negative, since we know some Latin prose from the 
period separating Celsus from Lucretius (or Ennius) and it does not share 
the lexical features under discussion. In other words, even if we take up 
position (a) above, we are left with some non-trivial differences between 
Celsus and other literary Latin prose, and furthermore with the inference 
that one could use (in the first century AD) a number of Latin words and 
suffixes favoured by high poetry without sounding like a poet.lM 

lar Like singultus or Gk A v y  ‘sob; hiccough’, this medical use of what may have been felt to 
be a poetic word is reminiscent of the Greek use of the root ppux- (,9pvyp&, ,4p6pp) of 
grinding the teeth. 
Io5 Celsus* means ‘Celsus or any Latin source of Celsus’. 
Io6 H. D. Jocelyn (1986: 330, n. 132) appears to take this view by suggesting in a note on 
dun‘ties that, given its distribution before Celsus (Lucr. 4.268, Catul. 66.50, Var. R. 1.55.1, 
Vitr. 2.9.7) the tone of the word was ‘grandiosely archaic for poets, soberly archaic for 
on technical subjects’. 
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The second view - (b) (i) medical vocabulary in poetry - is ruled 
out by the fact that the shared items under consideration are not medical 
expressions with the exception of aegrutuslaeger, which, though medical, 
conveys an ordinary everyday notion. 

The third account, however - (b) (ii) poetic vocabulary in medical 
prose - is available. On this view, the words which occur only in Celsus 
and the poets would be flashes of poetic colour worked deliberately by 
Celsw* into medical discourse (just like those observed by L. Callebat 
(1982 704-7) in Vitr~vius).’~~ And yet even this account does not easily 
yield an argument in favour of a pre-Lucretian Latin medical idiom, since 
very few of these poetic flashes have echoes that are demonstrably older 
than Lucretius; they may simply be further examples of Lucretian influence 
on Celsus* - one possible interpretation of Lucretius’ medical vocabulary, 
aired in (10) above - and, as such, offer no support for R. D. Brown’s 
explanation of the language of Lucretius’ medical metaphor since any 
Latin medical discourse to which they are proper would be post-Lucretian. 

Only a very strong version of this third account would allow these 
lexical agreements to yield support for Brown’s reading of Lucretius; I 
mean a strong version something like this: the agreements between Celsus* 
and old high Latin poetry are dim reflections of the idiom of at least one 
famous example of a Latin medical discourse, spoken or written in Latin 
tinged with grandiose poetic language. The purpose of this lexical colour 
would have been to appeal to conservative taste, to confer high status on 
the subject and by echoing Ennius, the Roman Homer, to imitate the 
Homerking tradition in Greek medical prose. This Latin medical dis- 
course - composed perhaps by Varro’OS or Pompeius Lenaeus,’09 or by 

‘07 And we could add to the examples in (11) (iii) the snake chelydrus (above, n. 27). 
Vdmo (116-27 BC) is a likely suspect, above all because he devoted the eighth book of his 

Discciplinue to the subject of medicine. Although he is never mentioned by Celsus (anyway, 
Celsus, like modem encyclopaedias, gives very few references to his sources), he seems to 
allude to a contemporary scientific theory of contagion (R. 1.12.2; Lehmann (1982)) and he 
distinguishes (R. 2.1.21) the type of medicine requiring the help of a professional from that 
which the pater fumilias can take care of in the manner dealt with by Cat0 (see n. 76). He 
has at least one, later standard, translation of a Greek medical expression (Men. 447A uluum 
subducere for KoLAiav S?r6yyerv, here in a double entendre). As for contacts with epic, it is to 
be noted that Varro quotes Ennius on points of terminology and usage (e.g. in Disciplinae 
Bk 5 [arithmetic], upud Gel. 10.1 on quarto vs quartum, 3.14 on dimidium vs. dimidiatum. 
Note also R. 1.48.2 ‘[gluma “husk”] apud Ennium solum scriptum scio esse’; and 1.4.1 ‘eius 
principia sunt eadem, quae mundi esse Ennius scribit, aqua, terra, anima et sol’). 
‘09 A second strong candidate, as a putative Ennianizing Latin source of Celsus*, is Pompeius 
Lenaeus, a freedman of Pompey, born about 100-90 BC. Lenaeus was the translator of 
Mithridates’ medical library and, as far as Pliny knew (Nut. 25.5), he was the first man to 
write on pharmacology in Latin. Lenaeus was known also as a grammuticus and as an 
authority on early Latin literature. (See Suet. Gram. 15 and Kaster (1995: ad loc.).) He will 
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any of the aoX3 cpChov of scholars who flooded into Rome from Greece 
from the middle of the second century BC (Plb. 31.24.67; Kaster (1995: 
62)) - could have been older than Lucretius’ poem and it could have 
been the language of this discourse that Lucretius’ audience heard in the 
metaphor of love as a disease at 4.1068ff. 

While the weaker version of (b) (ii) may deserve some consideration 
and further investigation, the weight of the reconstruction involved in the 
strong version in the last paragraph cannot reasonably be borne by 
the shared features so far identified (in (11) above) which may plausibly 
have echoes older than Lucretius: ater sanguis, mortifer(us), praesens, 
stridor and the suffixes and their accumulation, above all the -sco verbs 
which Lucretius uses in superabundance at 4.1068-9, our point of depar- 
ture (in (9) above). 

An idle thought: although the two sets of comparanda are very dif- 
ferent, there is a certain similarity between the caution just expressed in 
provisionally preferring Lucretius over Ennius as the source of possible 
epicisms in literary medical Latin and (e.g.) Ruijgh’s ascription, in (1) 
above, of epicisms in Hippocrates to the influence of the imagined idiom 
of the medical parts of Empedocles rather than directly to that of 

Much of the argument of the last part of this paper (III) stems from 
the seemingly innocuous claim that Lucretius mimics in a metaphor the 
style of contemporary doctors’ Latin. This claim seems right in literary 
terms - i.e. it gives the metaphor more point, and is in keeping with the 
general hypothesis (in (6) above) that a poet (indeed, any user of a 
language) will use in a metaphor language proper to the metaphor’s 
source-domain. It is also lexically well founded - i.e. the key words of 
the medical metaphor are found in later medical contexts, above all in 
Celsus - but it runs against the historian’s view of medicine as an exclus- 
ively Greek-speaking profession in republican and imperial Rome. On the 
historical side - at first sight difficult - it may be observed that already 
Plautus can parody doctors’ language and that there are testimonies in 
our sources to Latin medical texts that may have been around before 
Lucretius published his poem; one may conclude simply at this point, then, 
that it may have been their style that Lucretius’ metaphor parodied. 
However, the simple-seeming lexical agreements between Lucretius and 
Celsus hold out the prospect, whatever account one gives of them, of 

have been fully bilingual and equally learned in Greek and Latin literature. As an academic 
with philological and medical interests, he was certainly aware of the Greek tradition of 
medical prose and its Homerkiig lexical strand. Is it unthinkable that the first literarY 
Latin medical work should have been modelled on the post-Hippocratic tradition’ in the 
Greek world by incorporating lexical colouring from the Latin Homer? 
I1O On Empedocles as Lucretius’ literary model see Sedley (1989). 
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deriving more from Lucretius than evidence for medical Latin. To be sure, 
the establishment of a link between the medical vocabulary of Lucretius 
and Celsus* would be of significance for more than the history of medicine; 
but the lexical agreements between Celsus and Lucretius go beyond the 
medical metaphor and even beyond medical vocabulary sensu proprio to 
include non-medical items of high-poetic diction; -a few other items of 
Celsus’ vocabulary, not found in Lucretius, appear to be proper to Latin 
poetry and may be deliberate splashes of poetic colour in medical prose. 
The possibility that Celsus’ vocabulary and Lucretius’ metaphor give us 
the dim reflection of an archaizing, even Ennianizing, Latin medical text 
in circulation in Rome before the end of the 50s BC remains theoretical 
only, even if a persuasive reading of Lucretius implies something of the 
sort. 

I am acutely aware that this paper yields more questions than answers, 
and, perhaps worse, that there are yet more questions that it fails to raise. 
I hope, however, that some of these questions regarding contacts between 
the language of poetry and the language of science may help to reawaken 
interest in the Greek themes with which I opened (I); that these Greek 
paradigm-cases together with the working hypotheses developed in (IQ 
may provoke some reaction among Latinists; and that the illustrative case- 
studies in (III) are not perceived simply as an overlong and ultimately 
indecisive commentary on three lines of Lucretius - their intention has 
been to indicate some general possibilities and problems for sociolinguis- 
tics in a corpus-language, and to suggest some of the results that may 
stand to be gained from systematic comparative study of literary and 
technical texts. 
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